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| IL Introduction

“This case concerns a dispute over the validity of the filing of a petition to
place an initiative on the November 2024 general election ballot. The Plaintiffs
are individual Alaskans challenging the Defendants’ finding that the initiative
petition designated as 22AKHE was properly filed. The Defendants are the
government officials and public agency charged with reviewing and verifying
ballot initiative petition booklets, including the Lieutenant Governor, the Division
of Elections, and its Director (collectively, “the Division”). The Intervenors are
the individual Alaskans who sponsored 22AKHE (collectively, the “Sponsors”).

The Court previously (1) GRANTED the Stipulation and Proposed Order
for Expedited Deadlines and Resolution; (2) DENIED the Sponsors’ Motion to
Convert the Case into an Administrative Appeal; (3) GRANTED the Division and

7 Stipulation and Proposed Onder for Expedited Deadlines and Resolution (April 23, 2024). The
Court hereby incorporates that Stipulation, in its entirety, including the attached Exhibits, by
reference.
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| Sponsors’ Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment on Counts TII and TV? (4)

| GRANTED the Stipulation and Proposed Order Regarding Signatures;? (5)
| GRANTED summary judgment for the Sponsors as to the discrete issue of
| whether all booklets notarized by Theodorus Ransum must be excluded as a
| ‘matter of law; and (6) DENIED summary judgment as to all remaining counts.’

‘The claims remaining for resolution at trial included: 1) Counts I and II,
which sought declaratory judgment that the Defendants violated AS 15.45.1302)
and (3) by counting signatures from petition booklets that were circulated by more

than one circulator, or that included signatures that were not made in the
| circulator’s “actual presence,” and thus were supported by “a false circulator’s

| affidavit,” including booklets certified by circulators who “perjured themselves”
on other booklets; 2) Count V, which sought the invalidation of individual
signatures proven to be fraudulent or invalid; 3) Count VI, which sought the
rejection of unlawfully circulated booklets, either because the booklets contained
signatures collected by more than one circulator, or because the booklets contained
signatures that were entered outside the “actual presence” of the circulator; 4)
Count VII, which sought the rejectionofall booklets by any circulator proven to
have perjured themselves on any booklet, thus in effect rejecting all booklets by
any circulator who at any time certified any booklet that (a) contained signatures
proven to have been collected by more than one circulator, or (b) contained

signatures proven to have been collected outside the circulator’s actual presence;
and Count VII also sought the disqualification of 22AKHE from the ballot if

* Order Re Motion for Summary Judgment (June 7, 2024). The Court hereby incorporates that
Order, in ts entirety, by reference.
+ Stipulation and Proposed Order Regarding Signatures (June 20, 2024). The Court hereby
incorporates that Stipulation, i its entirety, nchudingth attached Exhibits, by rference.
4 Order Re Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment (June 21, 2024). The Court hereby
nsonjoratas that Order, in its entirety, by reference.

«&ptaint (April 2,2024),at 23-24.
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|

| cnough booklets and signatures were invalidated, thus causing the initiative to fall
| below the signature thresholds of AS 15.45.140(a)(1)-3).
| ‘The Court, having reviewed the admitted evidence, testimony, and file, and

being fully informed in the premises, hereby makes the following FindingsofFact
and ConclusionsofLaw.

| IL Findings of Fact

A. Preliminary Findings

| 1. Sponsors filed an initiative application, on November 23, 2022, for what
would later become 22AKHE.

| 2. The Division certified the application on January 20, 2023.
3. The Sponsors received training on lawful petition circulation practices and

received the 22AKHE petition booklets from Division staff on February 8,

2023. The petition booklets included instructions on circulator
requirements and procedures.

4. The Sponsors filed 655 22AKHE petition booklets with the Division on
January 12, 2024. The Division completed a facial review of the booklets,
and accepted 640.

5. After performing a line-by-line analysis to determine which signatures were
qualified, on March 8, 2024, the Division notified the Sponsors that

22AKHE qualified for the 2024 general election ballot.
6. Plaintiffs timely filed a Complaint in the above-captioned matter on April

2,2024.

7. The Sponsors intervened without objection in April 2024.

8. The parties stipulated, and the Court granted, an expedited briefing, trial,
and decision schedule.

9. The Court issued its first Order Re Summary Judgment on June 7, 2024.
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| 10. The Court issued its Order Re Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment on

| June 21,2024.
| 11. The Court conducted a trial to resolve the parties’ remaining disputed
| factual issues.

B. Trial

12. The Court conducted a trial on June 24-26 and July 2-3, 2024. Additional
trial days and times were made available to the parties, but all parties

| declined to present additional testimony on those days.
13. Attrial, the Court heard live testimony from cighteen witnesses: (1) Brooke

| Reinsch; (2) Derek Appling (3) Valerie Kenny; (4) Angela Chiappetta;
| (5)Dawn Dunbar; (6) Gregory Lee; (7) Michacla Thompson; (8) Linn
| McCabe; (9) Alexander Susky; (10) Marcie Wilson; (11) Linda Berg

Sith; (12) Robert Coulter; (13) John Whisamore; (14) John “Jay” Costa;
| (15) William Quantick; (16) Mikaela Emswiler; (17) Kathryn McCollum;

and (18) Phillip Tzon, TT.
14. Per the agreement of the parties, the Court also watched twenty-one

designated and counter-designated videotaped depositions outsideofopen
court: (1) Jesse Baise; (2) Brad Campbell; (3) John “Jay” Costas (4) Robert
Coulter; (5) Richard Eide; (6) Mikaela Emswiler; (7) Eric Hughes;
(8) Phillip Tzon, Ti; (9) Trevor Jepsen; (10) Kathiyn McCollum;
(1) Natalie Martin; (12) Dr. Arthur Mathias; (13) John Miller;

(14) William Quantick; (1) Theodorus Ransum; (16) Colleen Shermans
(17) Linda Berg Smith; (18) Sylvia Stewart; (19) James Stocker;
(20) Barbara Tyndall; and (21) Sharon Wess.

15. The Court admitted the following exhibits: 1001A, 1003A, 1003E, 1009,

1011, 1012, 1013, 1014, 1016A-J, 1017A-J (exhibits 1017G and 1017H

were admitted in part), 1018AK, 1019A-C 1020A<E (exhibit 10208 was
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|
| admitted in part), 1021A-W (exhibits 1021K, 1021V, and 1021W were
| admitted in part), 1022A-C (exhibit 1022C was admitted in part), 1024A-B,

1026-1029, 1032-1038, 1041A-W, 1045, 1047D, 1053, 1055 (only the
tables and charts at pages 8-19, 21, 24-26 were admitted), 105A, 10SE,
1056, 1056A-B, 2001-2641, 3001, 3002A-G, 3004A-H, 3005A-E, 3008A-

| ZA,3009, and 3011
1. Brooke Reinsch’s Testimony

16. Ms. Reinsch testified via telephone.
| 17. Ms. Reinsch testified that she observed a petition booklet unmonitored and

unattended at Duane’s Antique Market (‘Duane’s”) on July 25, 2023.
18. Ms. Reinsch testified that no one asked her to sign the petition booklet, or if

| she was a registered voter, when she walked into Duane’s on July 25, 2023.
| 19. Ms. Reinsch authenticated exhibits 1024A and 1024B, which are

photographs of petition booklet 0835 (exhibit 2484, p. 25), accompanied by
a pen, that was left unmonitored and unattended at Duane’s on July 25,
2023.

20. The Court finds Ms. Reinsch's testimony, as stated above, to be relevant
and credible.”

2. Derek Applin’s Testimony

21. Mr. Aplin testified via telephone.
22. Mr. Aplin testified that he observed pefition booklet 0835 (exhibit 2484)

unmonitored and unattended at Duane’s on August 4, 2023.
23. Mr. Applin testified that two people were present at Duanc’s on August 4,

2023: one man at the front desk who appeared to be an employee, and
another man carrying things in and out of the store who appeared to be an
employee or a delivery man. Mr. Applin testified that only the employee at

TheCourt doesnot include testimony which it heard, but dened relevant.
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| the front desk appeared to have any concern over the booklet, and that he
{ had a conversation with that employee.
| 24. Mr. Applin authenticated exhibits 120A and 10208, which arc videos he
| took of petition booklet 0835 (exhibit 2484) at Duane’s on August 4, 2023.

Mr. Applin also authenticated exhibits 1020C and 1020D, which are
| photographs he took of petition booklet 0835 (exhibit 2484) at Duane’s on

August 4, 2023. In exhibit 1020B, the employee of Duane’s told Mr.

Appin that he did not know what the petition was about or what it was for.
25. Mr. Applin further testified that he observed petition booklet 0950 (exhibit

2549) at the Mat-Su Republican Women’s Club (“the Club”) “Booth” at the
Alaska State Fair on August 19, 2023.

| 26. Mr. Applin testified that he observed people walk up and sign petition
booklet 0950 (exhibit 2549) at the Club “Booth” at the State Fair on August
19,2023.

| 27. Mr. Aplin authenticated exhibit 1020F, which is a video he took of
petition booklet 0950 (exhibit 2549) and his interaction with women siting
behind that booklet at the Club “Booth” at the Alaska State Fair on August
19,2023.

28. “The Court finds Mr. Applin’s testimony, as stated above, to be relevant and
credible.

3. Valerie Kenny’s Testimony

29. Ms. Kenny testified via telephone.
30. Ms. Kenny testified that she observed two unmonitored and unattended

booklets at Tudor Bingo on October 23, 2023
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31. Ms. Kenny testified that she observed writing in one of the unmonitored
and unattended booklets that stood out to her because it said something in

| favorof ranked-choice voting.$
32. Ms. Kenny testified that she retumed to Tudor Bingo in the weeks after

October 23, 2023, and that the booklets remained there unmonitored and
| unattended for at least one week,ifnot longer. Ms. Kenny testified that she
] never observed anyone monitoring the booklets during that time.

33. The Court finds Ms. Kenny’s testimony, as stated above, to be relevant and
| credible.

| 4. Angela Chiappetta’s Testimony
34. Ms. Chiappetta testified via telephone.
35. Ms. Chiappetta testified that she observed petition booklet 0835 (exhibit

2484) unmonitored and unattended at Duane’s on August 16, 2023.
36. Ms. Chiappetta testified that when she walked into Duane’s on August 16,

2023, no one was standing near petition booklet 0835 (exhibit 2484), that a
man who identified himself as “Duane” left the store completely at one
point, and that another employee of the store was in a different room
entirely.

37. Ms. Chiappetta authenticated exhibit 1018A, which isa video she took of
the unmonitored and unattended petition booklet 0835 (exhibit 2484)
accompanied by a pen at Duane’s on August 16, 2023. The video depicts
the individual Ms. Chiappetta identified as “Duane” leaving the store. Ms.
Chiappetta also authenticated exhibits 10188 and 1018C, which are photos
she took of the unmonitored and unattended booklet 0835 (exhibit 2484),
and 1018D, which is a photo she took of the other employee she observed
in a separate room at Duane’s on August 16, 2023.

#WaitingconsistentwithMs.Kenny's testimony can bo seen on page 25of exhibit 2560.
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|

38. Ms. Chiappetta further testified that she observed petition booklet 0608
(exhibit 2364) left unmonitored and unattended on the front counter at
GI Sherman Signs on August 25, 2023.

| 39. Ms. Chiappetta authenticated exhibits 1018E, 1018F, and 1018G, which arc
photos she took of petition booklet 0608 (exhibit 2364), accompanied by
pens, that she observed had been left unmonitored and unattended at GF
‘Sherman Signs on August 25, 2023.

40. Ms. Chiappetta further testified that she observed petition booklet 0694
(exhibit 2419) at the Club “Booth” at the Alaska State Fair on September I,
2023, and interacted with the women at the “Booth” behind that booklet.

41. Ms. Chiappetta testified that petition booklet 0694 (exhibit 2419) had the
name “Natalie” written on it, but none of the women at the “Booth” behind
that booklet identified themselves as “Natalie” when Ms. Chiappetta

asked.”
42. Ms. Chiappetta authenticated exhibit 1018, which is a video she took of

petition booklet 0694 (exhibit 2419) and the interaction she had with the
women at the Club “Booth” at the Alaska State Fair on September I, 2023,
‘where noneofthe women identified themselves as “Natalie.”

43. Ms. Chiappetta testified that she did not look around to see if Ms. Martin
was in the vicinityofthe “Booth” when she took the video (exhibit 101811),
and admitted that she would not have recognized Ms. Martin if she had
seen her.

44. Ms. Chiappetta testified that she did not remember seeingifanyone signed
Ms. Martin’s booklet 0694 (exhibit 2419).

45. Ms. Chiappetta testified that she retuned to the Alaska State Fair on
September 2, 2023, and observed petition booklet 0696 (exhibit 2421) at

#Priton booklet 0694 (exhibit 2419) has the name “Natale Marin” writen on the top right
comerof th first page.
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW.
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the Club “Booth” and interacted with the woman behind that booklet who
| identifiedherselfas “Nan.”
| 46. Ms. Chiappetta authenticated exhibit 1018], which is a video she took of

the woman behind petition booklet 0696 at the Club “Booth at the Alaska
| State Fair on September 2, 2023. Ms. Chiappetta also authenticated exhibits

1018] and 1018K, which are photos she took of booklet 0696 (cxhibit
| 2421) at the same location and on the same date."
| 47. Ms. Chiappetta testified that she did see someone sign the booklet in front

of“Nan” at the Fair.
48. The Court finds Ms. Chiappetta’s testimony, as stated above, to be relevant

| and credible.
5. Dawn Dunbar’s Testimony

49. Ms. Dunbar testified via telephone.

50. Ms. Dunbar testified that she was with her friend, Valerie Kenny, when she
observed petition booklets 0967 (exhibit 2560) and 0968 (this booklet s not
an exhibit because it was neither part of Intervenors’ exhibits of
unsubmitted booklets nor part of Defendants’ exhibits of submitted
booklets) left unmonitored and unattended at Tudor Bingo on October 23,
2023. |

51. Ms. Dunbar further testified that petition booklets 0967 (exhibit 2560) and
0968 remained unmonitored and unattended at Tudor Bingo for several
weeks after October 23, 2023, that she never saw anyone monitoring the
booklets during that time, that no one ever asked her to sign the booklets or

if she was a registered voter, and that she observed people picking up and
writing on the booklets.

0 pesition booklet0696(exhibit 2421) was certified by Ms. McCabe. The September 2,
2023, video (exhibit 10181) does not depict anyone signing booklet No. 696 while Ms.
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52. Ms. Dunbar authenticated exhibits 10194, 10198, and 1019, which are
photos that she took of the unmonitored and unattended petition booklets
0967 (exhibit 2560) and 0968, accompanied by pens, at Tudor Bingo on
October 23, 2023.

| 53. Ms. Dunbar testified that she called the Division and told them about the
unmonitored and unattended petition booklets at Tudor Bingo."

54. The Court finds Ms. Dunbar's testimony, as stated above, to be relevant
| and credible.

6. Gregory Lee's Testimony
| 55. Mr. Lee testified via telephone.

56. Mr. Lee testified that he was employed by the “Mobilization Center” in the
fall of 2023, and that he was instructed by his employer to gather evidence
about the 22AKHE signature gathering campaign, including by engaging
with the campaign organizers as a prospective signature gatherer

57. Mr. Lee authenticated exhibit 1003A, which is an audio recording he made
ofa phone call he had with Mikacla Emswiler on November 14, 2023.

$8. Mr. Lee also testified to meeting with Ms. Emswiler at Wellspring
Ministries to discuss the 22AKHE campaign and that he picked up booklets
there from Kit Rittgers. Mr. Lee authenticated exhibit 1003, which is a
printout of the “Ministry Staff” at Wellspring Ministries and includes a
photoofKit Riltgers, who is listed as the “Office Administrator.”

59. Mr. Lec further testified fo observing unmonitored and unattended
22AKHE petition booklets at Tudor Bingo on October 21, 2023.

McCabe was not present, The two still photographs of booklet No. 696 likewise do not
depict anyone signing the booklet.

Exhibit 1027 is a note from a Division employee with information consistent with Ms.
Duntar's testimony.
1 Exhibit 1012 (and exhibit 10568) is an email from Michaela Thompson to Phillip Izon and
Carol Beecher consistent with Ms. Dunbar's testimony.
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
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|

| 60. Mr. Lee authenticated exhibits 1021A, 1021B, 1021, 1021D, and 1021E,
{ which are photos he tookofpetition booklets 0967 (exhibit 2560) and 0968
| ‘accompanied by pens and left unmonitored and unattended at Tudor Bingo

on October 21, 2023.
61. Mr. Lee futher testified that he went to Big Valley Bingo on

{ October 30, 2023, where he observed a large sign in front of the business
telling people to sign petition booklets there, along with unmonitored and
unattended booklets inside the establishment.

62. Mr. Lee authenticated exhibits 1021F, 1021G, 1021H, and 10211, which are
photos Mr. Lee took of petition booklet 0140 (exhibit 3008G) and a second
petition booklet missing its front page (identified by Intervenors’ counsel as

| booklet 0357 (exhibit 3008K)), which were accompanied by pens and left
unmonitored and unattended at Big Valley Bingo on October 30, 2023. Mr.

| Lee also authenticated exhibits 10217, 1021K, 10211, and 1021M, which
are videos he took on the same date at the same location. The Big Valley
Bingo employees depicted in 1021K and 10211 informed Mr. Lee that they
do not know anything about the petition booklets.

63. Mr. Lee testified that he returned to Big Valley Bingo on November 14,
2023, and again observed the large sign telling people to sign petition
booklets; petition booklets 0140 (exhibit 3008G) and 0357 (exhibit 3008K)
remained unmonitored and unattended inside.

64. Mr. Lee authenticated exhibits 1021N and 10210, which are photos he took
on November 14, 2023, of the large light-up sign outside of Big Valley
Bingo featuring the 22AKHE logo and advertising to the public for people
to sign petition booklets there. Mr. Lee also authenticated exhibits 1021P,

1021Q, 1021R, and 10218, which are photos he took of petition booklets
0140 (exhibit 3008G) and 0357 (exhibit 3008K) that remained unmonitored

and unattended inside Big Valley Bingo on the same date. Mr. Lee also

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
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{

| authenticated exhibit 1021, which is a video he took of the same booklets
| ‘with no one monitoring them on the same date at the same location.

65. Mr. Lee further testified that he retuned to Big Valley Bingo again on
November 27, 2023, where he again observed petition booklets 0140
(exhibit 3008G) and 0357 (exhibit 3008K) unmonitored and unattended.

| 66. Mr. Lee authenticated exhibits 1021U and 1021, which are videos he took
during his visit to Big Valley Bingo on November 27, 2023. In video
exhibit 1021V, a Big Valley Bingo employee behind the counter responded

| that she cannot tell Mr. Lee anything about the booklets.
67. Mr. Lee further testified to observing two unmonitored and unattended

22AKHE petition booklets at Duane’s on November 17, 2023, and
interacting with oneofthe employees.

68. Mr. Lee authenticated exhibit 1021W, which is a video he took of the
unmonitored and unattended booklets accompanied by a pen, and his
interaction with employees of Duane’s on November 17, 2023. The video
reveals that one of the unmonitored and unattended booklets is booklet
0836 (this booklet is not an exhibit and is neither part of Intervenors’
exhibits of unsubmitted booklets nor part of Defendants’ exhibits of
submitted booklets).

69. Mr. Lee further testified that he has worked on a number of signature
campaigns in numerous states, and that it is his belief that any booklets left
unattended at businesses should not be submitted to the Division

70. Mr. Lee also confirmed that the Sponsors “did the right thing” if they did
not submit the booklets from Big Valley Bingo.

71. The Court finds Mr. Lee’s testimony, as stated above, to be relevant, but
duplicative, and credible.

7. Alexander Susky’s Testimony
72. Mr. Susky testified via telephone.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
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| 73. Mr. Susky testified that he and Alec “Allison” Dill went to Big Valley
Bingo on October 19, 2023, and observed two 22AKHE booklets left
unmonitored and unattended.

74. Mr. Susky authenticated exhibits 1017A and 10178, which are videos he
took of unmonitored and unattended booklets 0140 (exhibit 3008G) and
0357 (exhibit 3008K), accompanied by pens, at Big Valley Bingo on
October 19, 2023. Mr. Susky also authenticated exhibit 1016A, which is a

photoofbooklet 0357 (exhibit 3008K) taken by Ms. Dill on the same day
and at the same location.

75. Mr. Susky further testified that he retumed to Big Valley Bingo with Ms
| Dill on November 17, 2023, and observed that the same booklets remained

unattended without anyone monitoring them.
76. Mr. Susky authenticated exhibit 1017C, which is a video he took of the

unmonitored and unattended booklets accompanied by pens at Big Valley
Bingo on November 17, 2023. He also authenticated exhibits 10168 and
1016C, which are photos taken by Ms. Dill of the same booklets on the
same day at the same location

77. Mr. Susky further testified to going to Sylvia’s Quilt Depot with Ms. Dill
on October 19, 2023. Mr. Susky testified that he asked an employee for a
booklet and the employee provided him with 22AKHE booklet 0502
(exhibit 2323). Mr. Susky testified thatheand Ms. Dill returned to Sylvia’s
Quilt Depot on December 6, 2023, and observed the same booklet 0502
(exhibit 2323) on display at the counter without anyone monitoring it.

78. Mr. Susky authenticated exhibits 1016D, 1016E, and 1016F, which are
photos Ms. Dill took of unmonitored and unattended booklet 0502 (exhibit

2323) at Sylvia’s Quilt Depot on December 6, 2023.
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79. Mr. Susky further testified that he and Ms. Dill went to Tudor Bingo on
October 27, 2023, where he observed a 22AKHE booklet left unmonitorcd
and unattended on a table in the establishment.

| 80. Mr. Susky authenticated exhibit 1017D, which is a video he tookofbooklet
| 0968, and a second unidentified booklet accompanied by pens and left

unmonitored and unattended at Tudor Bingo on October 27, 2023.
81. Mr. Susky further testified that he and Ms. Dill returned to Tudor Bingo on

November 11, 2023, and observed the same booklets left unmonitored and
unattended on the same table.

| 82. Mr. Susky authenticated exhibit 1017E, which is a video he took of the
same two unmonitored and unattended booklets accompanied by pens at

| ‘Tudor Bingo on November 11, 2023. Mr. Susky testified that none of the
individuals present in the video asked him to sign the booklets or asked if
he was a registered voter. Mr. Susky also authenticated exhibits 1016G and

| 1016H, which are photos Ms. Dill took of the same booklets on the same
date at the same location. These photos identify the unmonitored and
unattended booklets as booklets 0967 (exhibit 2560) and 0968.

83. Mr. Susky further testified to going to Duanc’s with Ms. Dill on October
27, 2023, and observing several petition booklets left unmonitored and
unattended on a table near the entrance. Mr. Susky testified that no one was
monitoring the booklets or asking for his signature, but that an employee
made “chitchat” with him.

84. Mr. Susky authenticated exhibits 1017F and 1017G, which are videos he

100k of the unmonitored and unattended booklets accompanied by pens at
Duane’s on October 27, 2023. Video exhibit 1017F reveals the booklets to
be booklets 0679 (exhibit 2409), 0836 (this booklet is not an exhibit), and
1401 (again, the booklet is not an exhibit). Video exhibit 1017G reveals a
female near the booklets who says she does not work at the store and a
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| male employee behind a counter far from the booklets who indicated he is
| not the one circulating the booklets, and those peaple are “normally [] in

the area.” Mr. Susky also authenticated exhibit 10161, which is a photo
| taken by Ms. Dill of the same booklets a the same location on the same

date.
| 85. Mr. Susky farther testified that he returned to Duanc’s with Ms. Dill on
| November 11, 2023, and observed booklets left unmonitored and

unattended at the front table. Mr. Susky testified that no one was asking for
| his signature.

86. Mr. Susky authenticated exhibit 1017H, which is a video he took of the
unmonitored and unattended booklets at Duane’s on November 11, 2023,
Video exhibit 1017H shows booklet 0836 and a second booklet on the front
table accompanied by pens, two older gentlemen in chairs near the booklets
who were not present on October 27, 2023, anda sign on the door to the
store with the 22AKHE logo. Mr. Susky also authenticated exhibit 10161,
which is a photo taken by Ms. Dill of booklet 0836 at the same location on
the same date.

87. Mr. Susky further testified that he returned to Duanc’s with Ms. Dill on
December 2, 2023, and again observed petition booklets unmonitored and
unattended on the front table.

88. Mr. Susky authenticated exhibit 10171, which is a video he took of booklets
0836 and 1401, accompanied by pens, at Duanc’s on December 2, 2023.
Video exhibit 10171 shows a woman in glasses asking if Mr. Susky wants
0 sign the booklets. This woman was not present in video exhibits 1017F
or 1017 on October 27, 2023, or exhibit 1017H on November 11,2023

89. Mr. Susky further testified that he returned to Duanc’s with Ms. Dill on
December 16, 2023, and again observed petition booklets unmonitored and
unattended on the front table.
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90. Mr. Susky authenticated exhibit 1017], which is a video he took of the
same booklets 0836 and 1401 left unmonitored and unattended, and
accompanied by pens, at Duane’s on December 16, 2023. Video exhibit

10173 shows no one near the booklets, no one paying any attention to the
booklets from afar, and no one monitoring anyone walking through the
door and approaching the booklets.

91. The Court finds Mr. Susky’s testimony, as stated above, to be relevant, but

duplicative, and credible.
8. Marcie Wilson's Testimony

92. Ms. Wilson testified via telephone.
93. Ms. Wilson testified that she went to the Alaska State Fair on August 19,

2023, and observed petition booklets on a table at the Club “Booth.” Ms.
‘Wilson testified that no one was sitting at the table with the petitions

94. Ms. Wilson authenticated exhibit 1022A, which is a video she took of two

petition booklets at the Club “Booth” at the Alaska State Fair on August 19,
: 2023. One booklet is visible as booklet 0630 (exhibit 2379). The video

shows a woman in black signinga petition booklet while a woman in a red
jacket is nearby but is not asking anyone whether they are a registered
voter.

95. Ms. Wilson further testified to returning to the Alaska State Fair on August
21, 2023, and seeing a petition booklet at a different booth.

96. Ms. Wilson authenticated exhibit 10228, which is a video she took of
booklet 0616 (exhibit 2369) at the Alaska Outdoor Access Alliance

“Booth” at the Alaska State Fair on August 21, 2023.
97. Ms. Wilson further testified to going back to the Club “Booth” at the

Alaska State Fair on August 21, 2023.
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| 98. Ms. Wilson authenticated exhibit 1022C, which is a video she took of a
| male circulating booklet 0690 (exhibit 2416) at the Club “Booth” at the

Alaska State Fair on August 21, 2023.
99. The Court finds Ms. Wilson's testimony, as stated above, to be relevant and

| credible.
] 9. John “Jay” Costa’s Testimony
| 100. Mr. Costa testified in person at trial The Court also reviewed the

designated portions of Mr. Costa’s videotaped deposition.
| 101. Mr. Costa testified that he graduated from Harvard in 2009.

102. Mr. Costa testified that he has prior experience gathering signatures as a
| cireulator

103. Mr. Costa testified that he founded and has worked for eQual Public
Benefit Corporation (“eQual”) for approximately four years, and that he
started doing work with respect to signature gathering in 2016.

104. Mr. Costa testified that eQual is a public benefit company that evaluates
signatures for petitions.

105. Mr. Costa testified that cQual has worked in fifteen states (including
Alaska), and that he and eQual have analyzed millions of signatures

106. Mr. Costa testified that he and eQual have evaluated signatures for
approximately three dozen signature gathering campaigns.

107. Mr. Costa testified that he personally has likely reviewed over 100,000
signatures through his work with eQual.

108. Mr. Costa testified that eQual’s work is generally the same whether it is to
confirm that an active signature gathering campaign has a sufficient number

ofsignatures to qualify prior to filing, or to evaluate after the fact whether a
filed petition submitted a sufficient number of qualified signatures.
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| 109. Mr. Costa testified that, before the beginning of every project, he would
train ¢Qual employees on what to look for on a signature-by-signature
basis

110. Mr. Costa testified that he was retained by the Plaintiffs to review the
signatures submitted by 22AKHE in April 2024.

111. Mr. Costa testified that he was paid $1 per signature for his initial review
and the draftingofhis expert report, and that he would be paid at the hourly
rate of $250 for any additional work after the writingofhis expert report.

112. Mr. Costa was qualified as an expert in petition signature gathering, and in
signature and petition booklet verification.

113. Mr. Costa testified that, in this case, he had approximately two dozen eQual
employees reviewing the scans of 22AKHE petition booklets, and that it
took them over two weeks to review those signatures.

J 114. Mr. Costa testified that these eQual employees did not know the reason
why they were evaluating the signatures in the petition, and that they did

| not review Plaintiffs’ Complaint prior to or during their initial review work.
115. Mr. Costa testified that cQual’s employees were given a random set of

petition booklets to review, and that their information was input into a

database.
116. Mr. Costa testified that eQual reviewed and input data for all 41,349

signatures that were submitted by 22AKHE.
117. Mr. Costa testified that certain signatures in petition booklets were flagged

for being facially deficient.
118. Mr. Costa testified that he had reviewed a stipulation by the parties

regarding those facially deficient signatures, which identified only two
remaining signatures in dispute (located at exhibit 2641).

119. Mr. Costa testified that it was his opinion that the two challenged signatures
contained in exhibit 2641 are “pretty illegible,” and should not be counted.
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120. Mr. Costa testified that, in addition to these facial deficiencies, he also
analyzed whether there were patterns of suspicious signature gathering
behavior that were suggested by the data. Mr. Costa testified that this was a
higher order analysis that could only be done once all of the data from each

| ofthe signature lines had been input into eQual’s database.
| 121. Mr. Costa testified that there were four subcategories of what he deemed to
| be suspicious patterns that he was able to detect in the data: (1) circulators

who had three or more booklets with signatures containing overlapping
dates (“3+ simultaneous start”); (2) abnormally large signature totals in a

single day (“high single day"); (3) handwriting aberrations that were
| apparent on the circulator affidavits (“handwriting aberrations”); and (4)

booklets containing a large (more than 3) number of signatures after the
date listed on the circulator affidavit (“post-dated signatures”).

122. Mr. Costa testified that these four patterns of what he deemed to be
suspicious signature gathering behavior were based on his objective review
ofthe data, and were not based on any outside evidence or information.

123. Mr. Costa testified that this suspicious circulator activity that showed up in
the data warranted further inquiry, because it may evince potential fraud.

124. Mr. Costa testified that there were over 11,000 signatures total in peition
booklets gathered by circulators that fell into one or more of the
subcategories listed above. Mr. Costa testified that, in his opinion, this

large number demonstrates that suspicious activity was endemic to the
campaign.

125. Mr. Costa testified that if no adequate explanation is provided about the
circulators that he flagged as being suspicious, in his opinion, all petition

booklets from those circulators should not be counted or relied upon.
126. Mr. Costa testified that, if the over 11,000 signatures total in petition

booklets gathered by circulators that fell into one or more of the
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| subcategories listed above were disqualified, then it would be enough to
| disqualify 22AKHE on the basis of both the total number of signatures

required and the 30 out of 40 house district threshold. Mr. Costa testified
that if he had been advising the 22AKHE campaign, he would have told the
campaign that, in his opinion, it does not have enough valid signatures to
qualify for the ballot.

127. Mr. Costa testified that, in his experience, he would elevate this potentially
| suspicious activity to any campaign he was advising, and that he similarly

would recommend that the campaign not rely on or submit signatures from

individuals who were identified as exhibiting the suspicious activity noted
above without further explanation.

128. Mr. Costa testified that, in his opinion, Mr. Izon, as oneofthe leaders of the
campaign, having fallen into twoof the subeategories, created a particularly
concerning situation and a conundrum with respect to how he would have
proceededifhe had been retained to advise 22AKHE.

129. With respect to the 3+ simultaricous start, Mr. Costa explained that, in his
opinion, there was no good reason for a circulator to be gathering
signatures in more than three petition booklets at once in Alaska. This is
becauseofAlaska’s single circulator requirement, the large number of lines
for signatures in each petition booklet (150), and the number of signatures
that both paid and volunteer circulators are generally able to collect in a
single day. Stated differently, Mr. Costa testified that, in his opinion,
having three or more petition booklets circulating at once makes it less
plausible thata circulator was interacting with voters in accordance with
Alaska law, in terms of signatures being made in his or her “actual
presence” and in terms of a petition booklet only being circulated by a
single individual,
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| 130. Mr. Costa testified that his opinion of what “actual presence” requires is
| that a circulator must “witness” or be “directly involved” with a voter's

signing ofa petition. Mr. Costa testified that this opinion is based on his
experience with signature gathering, and derived from requirements (3), (4)
and (5) listed for cach certification affidavit.

131. Mr. Costa testified that (as shown in the table located at pages 89 of
exhibit 1055) there were twenty-cight circulators who had three or more

| petition booklets with overlapping signature dates.
132. Mr. Costa testified that sixteen circulators had three or more petition

booklets with a simultaneous start, i.c., that a circulator began gathering
additional signatures in a third (or greater number) petition booklet, even

| though they were still gathering signatures in two (or more) other petition
booklets. Mr. Costa further testified that this narrowing of flagged

| individuals to only those with a “3+ simultancous start” was, in his opinion,
amore conservative, but reasonable, way to quantify what he deemed to be

| suspicious circulator activity based on data alone. Mr. Costa, however,
conceded that there were many reasonable explanations for why circulators
might engage in this practice, but that circulators needed to have a “good
reason” for doing this. He admitted that his “good reason” requirement was
not found in the law.

133. Mr. Costa testified that, in his opinion, the sixteen circulators that he
identified through his 31 simultancous start analysis — which comprised
approximately 20% of the total signatures gathered for 22AKHE — was, in

The circulators witha 3+simultaneous start” inoluded: 1) Philip Iz0n; 2) Robert Coulter; 3)Kathryn McColl; 4) James Stocker, 5) Mikacla Emswile; 6) Trevor Jepsen; 7) Kelly Nash. §Colleen Sherman; 9) Barbara Tyndall; 10) John Whisamore; 11) Jom Miller, 13) SharonWessels, 13) Katleen Fogle; 14) Brenda Sage; 1) Theodorus Ransom; 16) Lisa Houek, and 17)Victoria Gotthard.
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| his opinion, a particularly high instance ofwhat he deemed to be suspicious

activity. :
| 134. Mr. Costa testified that he also flagged six individuals for gathering what

he considered an atypically large number of signatures (1504) in a
particular day (exhibit 1055, at 19).

135. Mr. Costa testified that he identified any time a circulator purported to have
| gathered over 150 signatures in a single day because it gave him high

confidence that it was outside of the norm, and each petition booklet in
Alaska contains 150 signature lines.

136. Mr. Costa testified that, according to his company’s database of millions of
| signatures, on average, a paid signature gatherer gathers 31 signatures in a

single day.

| 137. Mr. Costa testified that, according to his company’s databaseofmillions of
signatures, on average, a volunteer signature gatherer gathers 8 signatures
ina single day.

138. Mr. Costa testified that, according to his company’s databaseofmillions of
| signatures, 99.75%ofthe time, a paid signature gatherer will collect fewer

than 150 signatures in asingle day.
139. Mr. Costa testified that, according to his company’s database of millions of

signatures, 99.94% of the time, a volunteer signature gatherer will collect
fewer than 150 signatures in a single day.

140. Mr. Costa testified that, if he were advising a campaign, in his opinions, he
would recommend that they not rely on or turn in any booklets from

circulators who were flagged for having such high single day totals.
141. Mr. Costa acknowledged that he did not know about large crowds of

Alaskans gathering at meetings or at public events, such as Fur Rendezvous

Thecireulatorswithatypically large numbersofsignatures included: 10 Phillip Tzon; 2) Linn
McCabe; 3) Carmen Durham; 4) Kathryn McCollum; 5) Gerald Hooper; and 6) Jesse Baise.
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in Anchorage, the Eagle River Bear Pa Festival, the Alaska Outdoorsman
| Show in Wasilla, and the Alaska State Fair in Palmer. *

142. Mr. Costa also acknowledged that the tacticof publicizing a signing cvent
at a location where booklets would be for people to come and sign was a
200d strategy for collecting signatures, and one that he himself had
recommended to initiative sponsors.

143. Mr. Costa also admitted that he had no evidentiary basis for claiming that
the voters who signed booklets did not actually sign the booklets on the
large single collection days in question.

144. Mr. Costa testified that two individuals — Mr. [zon and Ms. McCollum
showed up on both the 3+ simultancous start and high single day tables.
Mr. Costa characterized their activities and booklets in particular as being
highly suspicious according to the data alone.

145. Mr. Costa testified that three individuals — Mr. Coulter, Ms. Berg Smith,
and Carmen Durham -— all exhibited aberrant handwriting on their

circulator affidavits.
| 146. Mr. Costa testified that his flagging of Mr. Coulter appeared to have been

correct, since Mr. Coulter testified that another individual (Catherine “Kit”
Ritigers) had filled out some portions ofhis circulator affidavits.

147. Mr. Costa testified that, in his opinion, Ms. Berg Smith's aberrant
handwriting remained suspicious and was the most suspicious to him in this
category. Mr. Costa maintained his opinion after sccing exhibit 3011,

In2023 between August 18 and September 4, 2023, a otal of 356,179 people attended the
Alaska State Fai (exhibit 3009 p. 4). That amounts to an average attendance of 19,788 pacple
per day. Testimony also eficcted tha the Alaska Outdoorsman Show that was held at the Curtis
D. Menard Memorial Sports Center in Wasilla, Alaska in March 2023 was attended by
approximately 10,000 people (an average of3,300 peapleperdiy). The datesof he Alaska State
Fair and th Outdoorsman Show in 2023 overlap at eat four of the dates on which th circulators
collected thei large single day otal,
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| which was Ms. Berg Smith's handwriting samples that were provided to the
| cout
| 148. Mr. Costa testified that having more than 3 post-dated signatures in a
| petition booklet —i., signatures that were dated after the dateof the signed

certification statement— was suspicious in his opinion.
149. Mr. Costa testified that he characterized large numbers of postedated

] signatures in petition booklets as suspicious because, in his opinion, it

should not be happening, and post-dated signatures also call into question
the veracityofthe sworn circulator statements for the petition booklet.

150. Mr. Costa testified that, if he were advising a campaign, in his opinion, he
would advise that they not count any ofthe signatures in booklets with such
high numbersof post-dated signatures or from these circulators.

| 151. Mr. Costa confirmed that he had observed “hard evidence” that only a
“handfulofcirculators at least” had left their booklets unattended to gather
signatures at a static location or given their booklet to someone cle to
gather signatures.”

152. Mr. Costa also affirmed that it is not appropriate to impugn all other
circulators because a handful of circulators did not follow the rules
perfectly.

153. Mr. Costa confirmed there are challenges of circulating an initiative
petition, including maintaining an accurate and real-time viewof how many
signatures have been gathered, and keeping trackof which circulators have
which booklets with no signatures.®

1 Based on Ms. Berg Smith's testimony that the certifications were al signed by her, the Court
will io oxclude her booklets on this basis,
7102-103,
Tr.41-42,
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| 154. Mr. Costa agreed that a grassroots campaign generally has more challenges
| than a professional campaign becauseofthe inexperienced circulators.”
| 155. He also agreed there wasa difference between inexperienced circulators
| making mistakes versus intentional fraud and deliberate rule breaking by

campaign leaders20
| 156. Mr. Costa testified that signature-gathering campaigns generally target

collecting 30% more signatures than are necessary. This creates a cushion
| for signatures that might be rejected because they were collected from

unqualified voters or are otherwise deficient2!
| 157. Mr. Costa testified how his review of deposition and trial testimony for the

following individuals strengthened his opinion that their petition booklets
should not be counted: (1) Robert Coulter; (2) James Stocker; (3) Kathryn

| McCollum; (4) Linn McCabe; (5) Colleen Sherman; (6) Kelly Nashi2 (7)
Trevor Jepsen; (8) Sharon Wessels; (9) Theodorus Ransum; (10) Natalie
Martin; (11) Eric Hughes; (12) Linda Berg Smith; and (13) Phillip Izon.

158. Mr. Costa testificd that, in his opinion, the number of signatures

Ms. McCabe purported to gather in a single day (307) was “quite striking,”
and that he had “grave concemfs]” about whether Ms. McCabe gathered
signatures in compliance with the law and, if he were advising a campaign,
then he would advise that the campaign not count on or submit any of the
signatures gathered in booklets that were certified by Ms. McCabe.

159. Mr. Costa testified that, in his opinion, Ms. Berg Smith's testimony
regarding booklet 0950 (exhibit 2549) shows that Ms. Berg Smith did not

follow the law when gathering signatures, and the signatures on Ms. Berg.

12 Tr. 42-43.
Tr. 44-45.
Ar,

Mr. Costa testified that he reviewed the deposition transcript from when Ms. Nash did not
appear for her scheduled deposition
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Smith's circulator affidavits contained “very aberrant handwriting.” Thus,
| iff he were advising a campaign, he would recommend that the campaign
| not accept anyofthe petition booklets certified by Ms. Berg Smith.
| 160. Mr. Costa testified that, if he were advising a campaign, in his opinion, he

would recommend that they not submit or rely on any of the booklets that
Mr. Coulter circulated because Mr. Coulter also admitted to not properly
circulating at least oneofthe booklets where he signed the sworn circulator
affidavit

161. Mr. Costa testified that he has “grave concerns” about whether Ms.
McCollum gathered signatures in compliance with the law because it

| appeared that one of Ms. McCollum’s booklets was being circulated by
: somebody clse at the State Fair. ‘Thus, if he were advising a campaign, then

he would advise that none of Ms. McCollum’s booklets should be
| submitted or relied upon.

162. Mr. Costa testified that Mr. Izon was the “most suspicious” circulator
according to his review ofthe data.

163. Mr. Costa testified that, in his opinion, “it strains the limits of credulity”
that Mr. Izon lawfully gathered 580 signatures in a single day, and that he
could not “really sce how it is possible” because there is a natural limit if a
circulator is directly involved in the signature-gathering process,

164. Mr. Costa also testified that he had analyzed Mr. Izon’s petition booklets,
and that, in his opinion, they did not exhibit any pattern showing that the
booklets were segregated by house district.

165. Mr. Costa testified that,if he were advising a campaign, in his opinion, he
would advise that none of the booklets involving Mr. Ransum could “be
trusted,” in part because Mr. Ransum admitted to falsely signing circulator
affidavits for “several” booklets.
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166. Mr. Costa testified that, if he were advising a campaign, in his opinion, he
would advise that the campaign not rely on or trust any of the petition
booklets (0938, 0950, 1316; exhibits 2542, 2549, 2593) that Mr. Hughes

| certified because he falsely certified a circulator affidavit that contained
over a hundred signatures that he did not gather, and he gave two
uncertified petition booklets to Mr. Coulter.

167. Mr. Costa testified that, if he were advising a campaign, he would advise
that the campaign not rely on or trust any of the petition booklets (1319,
1320, 1327, 1328, 1330; exhibits 2597A, 2597B, 2602, 2603, 2605) that
Mr. Jepsen certified because he admitted to falsely certifying a circulator

| affidavit, which calls into question the veracityofhis other sworn circulator
affidavits.

] 168. Mr. Costa testified that, if he were advising a campaign, in his opinion, he

would recommend that the campaign not rely on any of Ms. Martin’s
petition booklets because of Ms. Martins testimony in response to
reviewing a video showing one of her booklets (0694; exhibit 2419) being
circulated by individuals other than herself.

169. Mr. Costa testified that, if he were advising a campaign, in his opinion, he
would recommend that the campaign not rely on or submit any of
Ms. Sherman's petition booklets, because they “should not be trusted”
because she allowed another individual to collect signatures in one of her
booklets.

170. Mr. Costa testified that, if he were advising a campaign, in his opinion, he
would advise that the campaign not rely on or trust any of the petition
booklets (0416, 0417, 0461, 0462, 0463, 0464; exhibits 2265, 2266, 2292,
2293, 2294, 2295) that Mr. Stocker certified because he pled the Fifth
Amendment.
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| 171. Mr. Costa testified that, if he were advising a campaign, in his opinion, he
would advise that the campaign not rely on or trust any of the petition

booklets (0392, 0636, 0637; exhibits 2253, 2385, 2386) that Ms. Wessels
certified because her booklets were co-circulated with her husband.

172. The Court finds Mr. Costa’s factual testimony, as stated above, to be
relevant and credible. However, as discussed further below in the

| Conclusions of Law section, the Court does not agree with many of Mr.

i Costa’s opinions or characterizations.

| 10. Michacla Thompson’s Testimony

173. Ms. Thompson testified in person.
174. Ms. Thompson testified that she is the Division Operations Manager for the

Division of Elections, that she has worked for the Division for

| approximately seven years, and that she has overseen the Division's review
of filed petitions.

175. Ms. Thompson testified that she oversaw the review of the filing of
22AKHE.

176. Ms. Thompson testified that the Division counted the signature at booklet
0470, page 5, line 2 (Exhibit 2641) because it appeared to her that the voter

provided the month and the date that they signed (although the month and
date were provided on a different line than the voters signature) Ms.
Thompson testified that it is the Division’s practice to count signatures with
dates that do not include the year.

177. Ms. Thompson testified that the voter used two lines to provide his

information so the Division only counted it as one signatures.
178. Ms. Thompson testified that the Division counted the signature at booklet

0902, page 4, line 8, (Exhibit 2641) because it had what appeared to her to
be ditto marks for the date, indicating that the voter signed the petition on
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( the same date that was listed above. Ms. Thompson testified that it is the
| Division's practice to count signatures with ditto marks in the date.

179. Ms. Thompson testified that some of 22AKHE’s petition booklets were
| returned to the Sponsors when they filed on January 12, 2024, because they

were facially deficient. Ms. Thompson agreed that fifteen (15) facially-
| defective 22AKHE petition booklets were returned to the custody of the

Sponsors on that day.
180. Ms. Thompson testified that the Division did not record which 22AKHE

petition booklet numbers were returned to the Sponsors on January 12,
2024.

181. The Court finds Ms. Thompson’ testimony, as stated above, to be relevant

and credible.
11. Linn McCabe's Testimony

182. Ms. McCabe testified in person.
183. Ms. McCabe testified about how she gathered signatures and signed

| circulator affidavits for multiple 22AKHE petition booklets (0183, 0184,
0311, 0696; exhibits 2122, 2123,2195, 2421)

184. Ms. McCabe testified that she is the vice president of programs for the
Club.

185. Ms. McCabe testified that she had never had prior experience gathering
signatures before gathering signatures for 22AKHE and she does not
remember receiving any training or watching any videos about how to

gather signatures for 22AKIE.
186. Ms. McCabe testified that she gathered signatures at the Mat-Su

Outdoorsman Show on March 25, 2023. She worked a “Booth” near a
comer that attracted a steady streamofsigners.

187. Ms. McCabe testified that she gathered 307 signatures at the Mat-Su
Outdoorsman Show event on March 25, 2023, in a four- to five-hour
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|
| period. Ms. McCabe testified that she knew that she gathered that many

signatures because she saw a screenshot from a news article (Must Read
Alaska) which indicated how many signatures she gathered that day.

188. Ms. McCabe testified that she was not the only person gathering signatures
| during her shift at the Club “Booth.” She testified that there were maybe

four people with separate booklets collecting signatures during her shift
| 189. Ms. McCabe testified that Mr. Izon dropped off additional booklets to

members of the Club on March 25, 2023 because it was so busy.
| 190. Ms. McCabe testified that she also collected additional signatures at the

Alaska State Fair on multiple days. She testified that the “Booth” was near
| the entrance s0 as (0 get the most foot traffic.
| 191. Ms. McCabe testified that nobody else had permission (0 carry any of the

booklets that she certified.
192. Ms. McCabe was shown exhibit 10181. Ms. McCabe identified the woman

in the video as Nan Potts, and could not identify herselfin the video.
193. Ms. McCabe testified that she did not give Ms. Poits one of her petition

booklets to circulate, and that she never intended to have Ms. Pos gather
signatures in oneof her booklets.

194. Ms. McCabe was then shown the previously admitted exhibits 1018] and

1018K.

195. Ms. McCabe testified that she likely stepped away during the time when the

short video was taken. Ms. McCabe testified that she carried her booklets
with her to and from the Fair whenever she went there to collect signatures
and that if her booklet 0696 (exhibit 2421) was there, then she was there
also.

196. She testified that when she worked at collecting signatures at the Fair, she
would step inside the trailer from time to time to take a coffee break and

perhaps occasionally would leave her book on the table while she did so.
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She testified that she never intended to abandon her booklets when she
stepping to the trailer or away from the table. Ms. McCabe testified that
she was not aware of anyone signing her booklets when she was not
present.

197. Despite reviewing these photographs and video, Ms. McCabe stood by her
certification for petition booklet 0696 (exhibit 2421).

198. The Court finds of Ms. McCabe's testimony stated above to be relevant and
| credible.

12. Linda Berg Smith’s Testimony

199. Ms. Berg Smith testified in person at trial. The Court also reviewed the
designated portions of Ms. Berg Smith’s videotaped deposition.

| 200. Ms. Berg Smith testified that she collected a lotofsignatures for 22AKHE.
201. Ms. Berg Smith testified that, among other places that she collected

] signatures, she collected signatures at the Alaska State Fair for one day for
about six or seven hours, and that there was frequentlya line of people
wanting to sign. She explained that the “Booth” was near the Fair entrance.

202. Ms. Berg Smith testified that the signatures in booklets that she certified
(1315, 1318, 1334, 1349, 1383; exhibits 3005A-E, 2592, 2596, 2607, 2616,
2630) were done in her own handwriting. She further testified that
sometimes her signature looks different, and that she does not take great
care in ensuring that her signatures arc identical.

203. Ms. Berg Smith signed and printed different versions of her name on a
picceof paper, which was admitted as exhibit 3011

204. Ms. Berg Smith testified that she remembers seeing a video during her
deposition of video showing her collecting signatures in petition booklet
0950 (exhibit 2549) and she leamed that booklet 0950 was ultimately
certified by Eric Hughes.
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205. Ms. Berg Smith testified that she does not know Mr. Hughes and does not

know how a booklet that she collected signatures in was ultimately certified
by somebody other than herself.

206. Ms. Berg Smith watched exhibit 1020E, and identifiedherself and the other
person she was with that day as “Donna.” Ms. Berg Smith did not know

| Donna’s last name.
207. Ms. Berg Smith testified that she collected all of the signatures in petition

| booklet 0950 (exhibit 2549) on August 19, 2023, at the State Fair. This
was about a totalof80 signatures.

208. The Court finds Ms. Berg Smith's testimony, as stated above, to be relevant
and credible.

| 13. Robert Coulter's Testimony
209. Mr. Coulter testified in person at trial. The Court also reviewed the

designated portionsof Mr. Coulter’ videotaped deposition.
210. Mr. Coulter testified that he had never had any prior experience gathering

signatures before this.
211. Mr. Coulter consistently testified that, in general, he would only gather

signatures in one petition booklet at a time, but that he would sometimes
carry two petition booklets with him.

212. Ms. Coulter testified that he would take his booklets to places where people
gathered, like gun shows or church.

213. Mr. Coulter repeatedly testified that he would “occasionally” leave petition

booklets that he certified unattended, but that he never left his booklets
unattended with the intention of having people sign them when he was not

present’ He waivered on whether he left booklets to “run errands.”

Bas
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214. Mr. Coulter was unable to identify which of his petition booklets he left
unattended. Additionally, he was unable to testify whether or not someone
signed his petition booklets when they were left unaticnded.

215. Mr. Coulter also testified that he gave a petition booklet (0 a friend of his,
who then collected additional signatures in that booklet from his wife and
kids. Mr. Coulter did not say who his friend was, but testified that his last
name was “Rogers,” and that the booklet that he gave Mr. Rogers should
contain four signatures that were all signed together (Mr. Rogers, his wife,
and two children).

216. No petition booklet, including those certified by Mr. Coulter, contains four
signatures with the last name “Rogers” in succession. However, there arc

| two signatures with the last name “Rogers” in succession in booklet 472,
‘which was certified by Mr. Coulter.

217. Mr. Coulter testified that allofthe certification signatures on booklets that
he circulated (0010, 0011, 0021, 0031, 0053, 0472, 0476, 0794; exhibits

: 3004A-H, 2007, 2008, 2016, 2025, 2041, 2301, 2305, 2466) were his own.
He further testified that, sometimes, some of the information on the
certification affidavit section was filled out by Catherine “Kit” Rittgers, but
that he signed cachofthose petition booklets.

218. Mr. Coulter's testimony regarding how Ms. Rittgers filled out a portion of
manyofhis circulator affidavits is consistent with Mr. Costa’s expert report
and testimony flagging Mr. Coulter’s circulator affidavits as appearing to
contain more than one handwriting.

219. Mr. Coulter at first repeatedly testified that no other circulators ever turned
petition booklets intohim 2

Tr, 14,31, oT
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|
| 220. After further questioning, Mr. Coulter admitted to receiving one petition

booklet from Mr. Hughes. Mr. Coulter testified that Mr. Hughes “had a
| signed book, and then ... he gave it to me."

221. Mr. Coulter ultimately admitted that he “signed that book instead of Eric
| [Hughes].™ Mr. Coulter admitted that the “rule was broken at that point”

for booklet 0476 (exhibit 2305).
222. Mr. Coulter testified that he only received one un-certified petition booklet

from Mr. Hughes, and that he only improperly certified that one.2*
223. Mr. Coulter testified that he was unaware that Mr. Hughes testified during

i his deposition that he had actually given Mr. Coulter two uncertified

petition booklets.
| 224. Mr. Coulter also stated that Linn McCabe had given him an un-certified

petition booklet, and then he arranged to meet up with her so that she could
certify it.

225. Mr. Coulter stated that he would sometimes keep unfinished petition
booklets in his car or in his home, and that he would just pick up any
booklet that had space in them before gathering signatures.

226. The Court finds Mr. Coulter’s testimony, as stated above, to be generally
credible and relevant. However, Mr. Coulter was also inconsistent in a
numberofother irrelevant areas.

14. John Whisamore’s Testimony
227. Mr. Whisamore testified in person.
228. Mr. Whisamore testified that he had never had any prior experience

gathering signatures before this.

77.3435.
7.35.
77¢.35.
#Tr.36.
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| 229. Mr. Whisamore testified that he helped Mr. Izon gather signatures at events
at the Palmer Train Depot on February 21, 2023. He described the large
crowds of people who came to the event and also how he saw Mr. Izon
collecting lots of signatures at multiple tables within his cyesight and

| carshot with multiple booklets displayed at once. Mr. Whisamore
described how Mr. Tzon was able to observe and communicate with the
voters signing the booklets.

| 230. Mr. Whisamore testified that he followed the instructions in the petition
booklets when gathering signatures and that the instructions in the petition
booklets were, in his opinion, simple, casy to understand, and important to

| follow.
231. Mr. Whisamore testified that he only put out two booklets at once at the

most when he was gathering signatures, he may have gathered signatures in
five petition booklets before they were all filled out and certified.

232. The Court finds Mr. Whisamore’s testimony, as stated above, to be relevant
and credible.

15. William Quantick’s Testimony
233. Mr. Quantick testified in person. ‘The Court also reviewed Mr. Quantick’s

testimony through designated videotaped deposition testimony.
234. Mr. Quantick testified that he did not have prior experience gathering

signatures, and that he did not receive any (raining or instructions about
how to gather signatures.”

235. Mr. Quantick was the first one to sign one of the petition booklets that he
circulated (booklet 0450; exhibit 2287). Mr. Quantick’s signature is from
March 6, 2023, which i the same day that he certified that petition booklet

Pe19,2627.
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236. Mr. Quantick testified that he signed his sworn certification statement on
the same day that he started gathering signatures in cach of his petition
booklets (0450, 0616, 0684; exhibits 2287, 2369, 2413).

237. Mr. Quantick could not recall whether he signed his circulator statements at
the end of the day when he first started gathering signatures, or at the
beginning of the day before he started gathering any signatures.

238. Mr. Quantick testified that he was never told that he needed to sign his
swom circulator affidavit after he finished gathering signatures, and he did
not read the sworn circulator statement in is entirety when he signed the

| self- certification.
239. Mr. Quantick testified that he then began gathering signatures in that one

| booklet, primarily at the Matanuska-Susitna Sportsman Show.
240. Mr. Quantick testified that he also gathered signatures at the Alaska State

Fair, that he turned in the booklets after the conclusion of the Fair, and that
he did not gather any additional signatures afier the Fair.*'

241. Mr. Quantick Testified that he did not get any additional signatures in
petition booklet 0450 (exhibit 2287) after Match 6, 2023, because “that was
that Sportsman Show” and he “didn’t collect any more signatures afler
that.”

242. The Court finds Mr. Quantick’s testimony, as stated above, to be relevant
and credible.

243. But the Court also finds that Mr. Quantick did not have a good memory or
consistent explanation for matters that were not relevant, such as where he
obtained his booklets.

PT 14-15. -
Te, 18.19,
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| 16. Mikaela Emswiler’s Testimony

| 244. Ms. Emswiler testified in person at trial. The Court also reviewed Ms.
| Emswiler's testimony through designated videotaped deposition testimony.

245. Ms. Emswiler testified that she is the sole owner of Top Fundraising
Solutions, LLC (“TFS”).

246. Ms. Emswiler testified that, initially, she was a volunteer for the 22AKHE
signature gathering campaign.

247. Ms. Emswiler testified that sometime in the summer or fall of 2023, TFS
entered into an oral contract with Alaskans for Honest Elections (“AHE”)
to help organize a paid signature drive and manage signature gathering in

Anchorage?
248. Ms. Emswiler testified that she had never had prior experience gathering

signatures or working ona signature gathering campaign, and when she
first got her petition booklet, she did not receive any additional instructions
about how to gather signatures.

249. Ms. Emswiler testified that the first phase ofTFS's work with AHE was to
‘manage sending signature gatherers to Dillingham. Ms. Emswiler testified
that she was paid a little over $3,000 for this work, and that it was in the
form ofa reimbursement for travel expenses for the signature gatherers who
‘went to Dillingham.

250. Ms. Emswiler testified that the second phase of TFS’s work with AHE
concerned paid signature gathering in Anchorage. For this second phase of
work, Ms. Emswiler testified that TFS was paid $15,000 by AHE, which
included funds to be paid to circulators fo gather signatures.

251. Ms. Emswiler testified that she started her work managing the signature
gathering process in Anchorage in the summer of 2023, and that this initial

Be 14,17,21,
ATr 15-16.
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| work entailed getting a sense of who had volunteered to gather signatures
| and how many signatures had been gathered in the Anchorage area.
| 252. As part of this process, Ms. Emswiler testified that she had access to the
| Master Spreadsheet that Mr. Izon had been using

253. Ms. Emswiler testified that she created her own spreadsheet (“Anchorage
| Spreadsheet” exhibit 1053) of just the Anchorage volunteers and booklets,
| in part because she believed that the Master Spreadsheet was full of errors.

254. Ms. Emswiler testified that she relied on the Anchorage Spreadsheet, and
not the Master Spreadsheet, at the endofthe signature gathering campaign.

255. Ms. Emswiler testified that, for the paid signature gathering, circulators
would be paid $4 per signature.

256. Ms. Emswiler testified that it was a joint decision to pay circulators $4 a
signature.

257. Ms. Emswiler testified that when she was in charge of signature gathering
in Anchorage, she would give circulators petition booklets.

258. Ms. Emswiler testified that she would pick up booklets from Dr. Mathias as
needed, because Dr. Mathias was the point person to get petition booklets
from in Anchorage.

259. Ms. Emswiler testified that when she was giving circulators petition

booklets, there were plenty of petition booklets available, and so there was
0 need to re-assign any petition booklets.”

260. Ms. Emswiler testified that she never gave circulators any writien
instructions about how to gather signatures in compliance with the law.

261. Ms. Emswiler initially testified that she never gave petition booklets with
signatures already in them to circulators.

Tr. 20.
Tr 33.

Tr. 16, 18-19, 21.
Yr 22.
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262. Ms. Emswiler later testified that one circulator came to her saying that they
‘were given a petition booklet that already had signatures in it.%

| 263. Ms. Emswiler testified that circulators would bring pefition booklets to her,
and then TFS would pay them $4 a signature for the signatures in the

| booklets.
264. Ms. Emswiler testified that if she was unable to track down who had

| submitted a petition booklet with an unsigned certification, it was on Mr.
i [zon to track the person down andget them to sign the circulator affidavit.

265. Ms. Emswiler testified that she would keep the petition booklets that she
received locked in the Wellspring building."

266. Ms. Emswiler testified that although she checked a box indicating that she
had not been paid to gather signatures for oneofher booklets (1333; exhibit
2606), she should have checked the “yes” box because she was paid to
gather signatures in that booklet.

267. Ms. Emswiler testified that she was surprised to learn that Mr. Ransum had
| certified a petition booklet that had been left at Tudor Bingo, and that she
| had no explanation for why that happened.

268. Ms. Emswiler testified that she was surprised to learn that Mr. Hughes had
certified a petition booklet (0950; exhibit 2549) that had signatures in it
from when he was traveling outside of Alaska, and that she had no
explanation for why that happened.

Sreee2o
Te. 7374,

“Tr. 23-24.
Yr. 22.
“Tr. 52, 54.
“Tr. 64.
“Tr, 64.66,
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| 269. Ms. Emswiler testified that she had not heard that Ms. Berg Smith had been
gathering signatures in a booklet that Mr. Hughes ultimately certified, and

| that she had no explanation for how that could have happened4
270. Ms. Emswiler testified that she knew that petition booklets were available

| at Duane’s and Tudor Bingo in Anchorage.
| 271. Ms. Emswiler testified that she had not been notified of, and was not aware

of, any problems or complaints about those locations that came from the
Division."

272. Ms. Emswiler testified that she remembered Gregory Lee and remembers

| speaking with Mr. Lee on the phone on November 14, 2023.4
273. Ms. Emswiler testified that she understood that booklets must be assigned

| to people, and not businesses. She said Mr. Lee also asked her whether he
| could sign certifications on booklets for other people, but she corrected

him, and told him no,
274. Ms. Emswiler testified that Mr. Lee obtained two petition booklets from

Ms. Rittgers at Wellspring on November 22, 2023.

275. Ms. Emswiler testified that the Anchorage Spreadsheet has highlights for
when booklets are turned in, grey shading for when the booklet remains

with the circulator, and red when a booklet has been lost.
276. The Court generally finds Ms. Emswiler’s testimony, as stated above, to be

relevant and credible.
277. But the Court also finds that Ms. Emswiler did not have a good memory or

consistent explanation for matters that were not relevant.

“TTI
“Tr. 71-72, 90.
4 The recorded telephone conversation between Mr. Lee and Ms. Emswiler is exhibit 1003A.
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17. Kathryn McCollum’s Testimony
278. Ms. McCollum testified in person. The Court also reviewed Ms.

McCollum’s testimony through designated videotaped deposition
testimony.

| 279. Ms. McCollum testified that she is the President of the Mat-Su Republican
| Women’s Club (“the Club”).

| 280. Ms. McCollum testified that she did not receive any materials or training
about how to gather signatures and that she did not have any prior

| experience gathering signatures before this.
| 281. Ms. McCollum testified that Ms. McCabe was generally in charge of

collected circulated petition booklets from members of the Club and that
| she would turn in completed petition booklets to Ms. McCabe.

282. Ms. McCollum testified that she first started gathering signatures at the
Alaska Outdoorsman Show at the end of March 2023.

283. Ms. McCollum testified that there would almost always be two different
people with their booklets setting at the Club “Booth” at the Alaska
Outdoorsman Show and the booth was ina prime location.

284. Ms. McCollum testified that volunteer shifls at the Club were for between
three and four hours.

285. Ms. McCollum testified that she filled up her booklet at the Alaska
Outdoorsman Show, and that additional booklets were brought to Club
members by Mr. zon after Ms. McCabe called him.

286. Ms. McCollum testified that it was her recollection that she would only
gather signatures at the Alaska Outdoorsman Show one booklet at a time,
and that she would only get another booklet after one had been filled up.

“Te. 29,
“Tr.20
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“The booth was at a strategic location near a main comer ofa walkway to
attract signers.

287. Ms. McCollum testified that she did not swap booklets with anybody else,
and that nobody else collected signatures in anyof her booklets.

288. Ms. McCollum testified that, in addition to the Alaska Outdoorsman Show,
she also collected signatures at the Alaska State Fair.

289. Ms. McCollum testified that she regularly worked together with Ms. Martin
collecting signatures at the Alaska State Fair. They worked at the “Booth”
near the entrance.

200. Ms. McCollum was shown exhibit 1022E. Ms. McCollum could not
identify eitherofthe women in that vido who were collecting signatures at
the Club trailer at the State Fair on August 19, 2023.

291. Ms. McCollum was shown exhibit 1018H. Ms. McCollum testified that
Ms. Martin was not visible in that video, even though her name was printed
on the frontof a petition booklet (0694; exhibit 2419) in the video that Ms.
Martin ultimately certified.

202. Ms. McCollum testified that Ms. Chiappetta came (0 the “Booth” multiple
times prior to September 1, 2023, asking questions and trying (o take
photographs of the booklets, annoying the women. Ms. McCollum testified
that Ms. Martin had stepped away from the table when Ms. Chiappetta
approached (Ex. 1018), either because of her annoyance or to go to the
bathroom. However, Ms. Martin remained in the vicinity ofthe “Booth.”

293. Ms. McCollum testified that no one signed Ms. Martin's booklet 0694
(Exhibit 2419) during the video on September 1, 2023, or at any other time
when Ms. Martin was not present. Ms. McCollum testified that if someone,

1 Thereare four petitionbooklets (0618, 0681, 0682, 0683; exhibits 2371, 2410, 2411, 2412)
with Signatures from Mirch 26, 2023, when Ms. McCollum testified that she gathered signaturesatthe Alaska Outdoorsman Show, which were certified by Ms. McCollum.
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like Ms. Chiappetta, had wanted to sign, then one of the women present

would have given her one of their own, separate, booklets.
| 294. Ms. McCollum testified that Ms. Martin was at the Fair on the day that the

video was taken. She also testified that many of the women, including Ms.
Martin, were leery of Ms. Chiappetta’s repeated visits to the Club “Booth”
over multiple days at the Fair.

| 295. Ms. McCollum was shown exhibit 1022C. Ms. McCollum testified that the
person in that video, who appeared to be collecting signatures in petition
booklet 0690 (exhibit 2416), was Mokie Tew.

296. Ms. McCollum testified that she did not give Mr. Tew her booklet 0690

| (exhibit 2416), she did not give him permission to gather signatures in
booklet 0690. She said she did not give her booklet to anyone for any

period of time. She testified that she worked most days at the Fair and
would lock her booklets up in the “Booth” at the endof the day so that she
could come get them in the next morning. She also testified that she would
put her booklets awayifshe stepped out for a break.

297. Despite seeing video evidence (exhibit 1022C) of Mr. Tew gathering

signatures in one of the petition booklets (0690; exhibit 2416) that she
certified, Ms. McCollum stood by her certification of that petition booklet.

Ms. McCollum testified that she did not know if Mr. Tew collected any
signatures in that booklet.

298. Ms. McCollum was shown exhibit 10181. Ms. McCollum testified that the
person in that video is Nan Pots.

299. Ms. McCollum testified that she believed Ms. Potts was gathering
signatures in her own petition booklet or booklets and that it would surprise
her if Ms. Potts did not certify any petition booklets, because she was
gathering signatures in at least one booklet.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
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| 300. The Court generally finds Ms. MeCollun’s testimony, as stated above, to
be relevant and credible. While there were inconsistencies between her

| testimony related to number of booklets started at the Alaska Outdoorsman
| Show and the petitions themselves, the Court does not find this
| inconsistency to be relevant, or to impugn her credibility.

18. Phillip Izon’s Testimony

| 301. Mr. zon testified in person at trial. The Court also reviewed Mr. Izon’s
testimony through designated videotaped deposition testimony.

| 302. Mr. Izon testified that he did not have any prior experience running a
signature gathering campaign, or gathering signatures, before 22AKHE.

| 303. Mr. Tzon testified that he wrote the language for what was later designated
| 25 22AKHE.

304. Mr. Izon testified that he, along with Dr. Mathias and Ms. Donley, is one of

| the three Sponsors for 22AKHE.
305. Mr. Izon testified that he was “in charge” of gathering signatures

throughout the StateofAlaska through approximately August 2023.
| 306. Mr. Izon testified that, afier around August or September 2023, Ms

Emswiler became “in charge” ofgathering signatures in Anchorage.

307. Mr. Izon testified that he made the decisions on most things because Dr.
Mathias had a limited role in the signature gathering campaign.*

308. Mr. Izon repeatedly testified that, after Ms. Emswiler became in charge of
signature gathering in Anchorage, he had very litle to do with what
happened in Anchorage.

309. Mr. Izon testified that his wife's company (Leading Light Advisors) was
paid for doing some work on behalf of the campaign, and he used an email
address from that company, but he was never personally paid or
compensated for his work gathering signatures for 22AKHE.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
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| 310. Mr. Tzon testified that he himself gathered signatures for 22AKHE, along
| with managing and overseeing the signature gathering campaign as a

whole.
311. Mr. Izon testified that he made videos and prepared materials to inform

signature gatherers about how to properly gather signatures.
312. Mr. Izon testified that he created these videos with materials from the

Division, and that the language he used was “verbatim.”

| 313. Exhibit 1032 is a one-page sheet of instructions that Mr. Izon testified he
gave to circulators54

314. Exhibit 1037 contains language of instructions that Mr. Izon testified were
provided to every circulator 55

315. Exhibit 1045 is a script from one of the videos that Mr. Tzon testified he
created, and Exhibit 1047D is a version of that video.®

316. Mr. Izon repeatedly testified that the originalkick-off event at Wellspring
on February 16, 2023, was “chaotic” because there were so many people
there, there was not a good system to track who had taken what petition
booklets, and the organization did not have an effective structure to manage
the campaign at that time.57

211.25.
Tr. 43.45. Extibits 1009, 1013, 1028, and 1029 are Division materials that include information
about circulator requirements. They all include information about how signatures must be added
ina circulators actual presence.
# These instructions did not include any information about how all signatures must be added to
petition booklets in the circulators” actual presence,
* These instructions did not include any information about how al signatures must be added to
petition booklets in the circulators” actual presence.
"These instructions did not include any information about how all signatures must be added to
petition booklets in the circulators’ actual presence.
See Tr. 34.36.
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| 317. Mr. Izon originally testified that he believed he gathered signatures in no
| ‘more than three booklets during the February 16, 2023, event.**

318. Mr. Izon later testified that he circulated multiple petition booklets on
multiple tables during that kick-off event, and that he would make sure that

] he would pick up each booklet and bring them with him when he left a
table.

319. Mr. Izon testified that he was at the Palmer Train Depot for approximately
6 to 8 hours gathering signatures on February 21, 2023. He rented the
facility and set up tables for the entire day to collect signatures. Mr. Izon

explained that he sent out social media posts announcing that he would be
at the Train Depot with petition booklets to collect signatures and inviting

| people to come and sign. Later a representative from a local radio station
came to the Train Depot and broadcast that Mr. Tzon was at the train depot
and encouraged them to come. He explained that former Governor Sarah
Palin also came to the Train Deport to help promote the signing event
(exhibit 3001).

| 320. Mr. Tzon testified that February 21,2023, “was another really crazy day.”
321. Mr. Izon testified that he would have 4-5 petition booklets out at any one

time, and that they were all within arm’s length.
322. Mr. Tzon testified that he’s “just really good” at collecting signatures, which

is why he was able to gather 580 signatures in a single day.
323. Mr. Izon repeatedly testified that he was “standing in front of” any signers

ofhis petition booklets. Mr. Izon suggested that in order for a signature
to have been made in his “actual presence,” in his opinion, it would need to

5Tr.164. Mr. Lzon ultimately certified seven (7) peiton booklets (0016, 0017, 0018, 0019,
0029, 0030, 0125; exhibits 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2023, 2024, 2086) that had signatures from
February 16,2023.

Tr. 172.
“Tr. 70.
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have been within approximately 6 feet of him Mr. Izon also testified
that he never allowed anybody to sign more than 20 feet away from him. 62

324. Mr. Izon testified that he only had petition booklets on one table at the
Palmer Train Depot on February 21, 2023.4

| 325. Mr. zon testified consistently that he had originally tried to segregate his
| petition booklets by house district, but that he abandoned this practice

around the middle of the signature gathering campaign.
| 326. Mr. Izon testified that he originally relied on the Master Spreadsheet

(exhibit 1038) to locate and assign petition booklets to circulators.% Mr.
Tzon testified that he first created the Master Spreadsheet by importing

| information from a database that he created on the Alaskans for Honest
Elections (“AHE") website.

327. Mr. Izon testified that he received communications from the Division about
how petition booklets were left unattended at Duane’s in July 2023

328. Mr. Izon testified that he called and spoke with somebody at Duane’s, or
Duane himself, to make sure that they were properly circulating the petition
booklets. Mr. Izon testified during his deposition that he spoke with an
employee at Duane’s; Mr. Izon’s in person testimony was that he spoke
with the owner (Duane) himself.

329. Mr. zon also testified that he forwarded the information about Duane’s to
“someone” in Anchorage.

330. Mr. Izon testified that he received communications from the Division about
how petition booklets were left unattended at Tudor Bingo in October 2023.

Te Ts
ae 24,

Exhibit 3001 shows multiple tables at the Palmer Train Depot, including at least one round
able that is not connected to a rowofmultiple tables, but ts still very close.
See Tr. 94. “The Court finds that it is more likely true than not that the Master Spreadsheet has

significant errors which give it no evidentiary value.
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331. Mr. Izon testified that he was not in charge of Anchorage at that point, but
that he forwarded the information along to Ms. Emswiler.

| 332. Mr. Izon testified that he intercepted two petition booklets that were
| improperly circulated at Big Valley Bingo (0140, 0357; exhibits 3008G,

3008K) and did not submit them to the Division.
333. Mr. Izon testified that although Sylvia's Quilt Depo was approximately 10

minutes from his house, he never went to that business to confirm that
‘petition booklets were being properly circulated

334. Mr. Izon testified that he kept a running newsletter that he sent in order to
promote 22AKHE, advise of 22AKHE events, notify people of where
petition booklets could be found to sign, discuss 22AKHE related issues,

and provide updates on the campaign's progress. Mr. Tzon also sent out
social media posts containing the same typesof information,

335. Mr. Izon testified that he added new information to the newsletter but
| neglected to delete information from it. As a result, the newsletter

continued to contain information about Duane’s, Tudor Bingo, Big Valley
Bingo, GL Sherman Signs, and Sylvia's Quilt Depot. However, Mr. Izon
testified that he stopped sending out separate social media posts regarding
Duane’s and the bingo locations,

| 336. Mr. Izon testified that he traveled extensively both outside and within

Alaska during the signature gathering campaign.
337. Mr. Izon testified that he recalls getting one signature from a voter while at

CPAC in Washington D.C., but otherwise did not recall collecting any
signatures from any voter unless it was a travel day (i.e., he was flying that

day).

338. Mr. Izon testified that he traveled to Southeast Alaska from April 22 to 27,
2023, and gathered signatures in multiple petition booklets.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
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339. Petition booklet 0181 (exhibit 2120) contains a non-Southeast Alaska
signature from April 23, 2023. Mr. Izon testified that he has no memory
about that particular signature.

340. Petition booklet 0181 (exhibit 2120) also contains a signature from May 9,
2023. Mr. Izon testified that he was in Florida on that day.*

341. Mr. Izon testified that he did not always keep the Master Spreadsheet up to
date.$5

342. Mr. Izon testified that he did not submit numerous booklets to the Division
becauseof improper or incomplete circulator affidavits (exhibit 3008A-E).

343. Mr. Izon testified that he did not know what happened to the fifteen petition
booklets that the Division returned to the Sponsors on January 12, 2024, but
that they were not included in the stack of petitions he did not submit.

344. Mr. Tzon later testified that it “was a bad plan” to have booklets left at
businesses, and that he was “not surprised” the campaign got complaints

about improper circulation of petition booklets that were left at businesses.
| 345. The Court finds Mr. Izon’s testimony, as written above, (0 be relevant and

credible in large part, and not credible in some ways, mostofwhich are of
: ‘minimal relevance. Specifically, Mr. Izon’s testimony about informing

others about issues at Duane’s and Tudor Bingo is not credible, but itis
alsooflimited relevance.

19. Theodorus Ransum’s Testimony
346. Mr. Ransum’s testified through designated videotaped deposition

testimony.
347. Mr. Ransum brought notes with him to his deposition which indicated

‘which booklets he certified, which booklets he gave out to other individuals

ST. 136; see also Tr. 113.
© Again, the Court finds that it is more likely true than nal that the Master Spreadsheet has
significant errors which give it no evidentiary value.
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW.
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as a volunteer team captain in Anchorage, and which petition booklets he
notarized as a notary.

348. Mr. Ransum testified based on review of his own notes that he notarized
ight (8) petition booklets."

349. Mr. Ransum was the team captain for three house districts in Anchorage
(exhibit 1053).

350. Mr. Ransum testified that he assigned out eight (8) petition booklets to
other individuals. Those were petition booklets 0953-0960 (exhibits
2550-2556: booklet 060 is neither part of the Sponsors’ exhibits of

| unsubmitted booklets not part of the Defendants’ exhibits of submitted
booklets).

351. Mr. Ransum testificd that many of the booklets were assigned out to
individuals who kept them at their business. This included a car care center,
a gas station owner, a hair styling salon, and a chiropractic office.” Mr.
Ransum testified that he never went to anyofthose businesses to confirm
that those booklets were being properly circulated.

352. Mr. Ransum made “an honest confession” and testified that he falsely
signed a sworn circulator affidavit for a booklet that had been circulated by
Maureen Sullivan.” The booklet number is 0958 (exhibit 2555), and Mr.
Ransum did not have any explanation for why he falsely signed that
petition booklet.”

353. Mr. Ransum testified that he gathered signatures at the Alaska State Fair for
one day and at the Club “Booth.”

Mr.Ransum actually notarized fen (15) econ booklets (0043, 0045, 0004, 0481, 0154,0780, 0906, 0956, 0957, 1308, 1309, 1320, 1327, 1328, 1330; exhibits 2032, 2034, 2069, 2308,
2311, 2458,2519,2553,2554, 2588, 2589, 2597, 2602, 3603, 2605).
oT
Tr. 24,

Tr. 30,45.
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| 354. Mr. Ransum testified that he would leave his petition booklet unattended,
sometimes for 20 minutes at a ime, when it was out for signature collection
at the Alaska State Fair, so that he could talk to friends and grab a bite to
cat.”

355. Mr. Ransum testified that the Club said it would not let him continue to
collect signatures at its “Booth”ifhe was not going to stay with his petition
booklet”

| 356. Mr. Ransum, after reviewing exhibit 1022A, acknowledged that he did not

follow the rules with respect to petition booklet 0630 (exhibit 2379).
357. Mr. Ransum testified that he had photos taken with a friend on the day that

he gathered signatures from the State Fair,’ but the only photos that he had
| access to were from a different day then when the booklet was observed at

the fair.”
358. Mr. Ransum testified that he never gathered signatures at Tudor Bingo.”
359. Mr. Ransum testified that he nevertheless signed petition booklet 0967

(exhibit 2560).77
360. Mr. Ransum did not have any explanation for how he came to certify

petition booklet 0967 (exhibit 2560), which had been left at Tudor Bingo
for weeks according to the trial testimony and numerous authenticated

photographs and videos from Ms. Kenny, Ms. Dunbar, Mr. Lee, and Mr.
Susy. Mr. Ransum did not have any explanation for how he came to
certify petition booklet 0967 (exhibit 2560)

Tr. 51-52.
Tr, 28-29.
Tr. 50-51.

Tr. 60.
Tr. 30-31.

77 This was oneofthe booklets that had been left at Tudor Bingo for weeks according to the trial
testimony and numerous authenticated photographs and videos from Ms. Kenny, Ms. Dunbar,
Mr. Lee, and Mr. Susky
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
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| 361. In total, Mr. Ransum conceded to have not properly certified two petition
| booklets (0958, 0967; exhibits 2555, 2560).
| 362. The Court finds Mr. Ransum’s testimony, as stated above, to be relevant
| and credible. Mr. Ransum was forthcoming regarding his conduct and the
| circulator affidavits that he falsely signed.
| 20. Dr. Arthur Matias’s Testimony

363. Dr. Mathias testified through designated videotaped deposition testimony.
364. Dr. Mathias testified that he is oneofthe Sponsorsofthe initiative.
365. Dr. Mathias testified that he played a “very limited” role in gathering

signatures for 22AKHE,
366. Dr. Mathias testified that Mr. Izon was initially in charge of signature

| gathering for the entire state, but then Ms. Emswiler was brought in to
[ gather signatures in Anchorage.

367. Dr. Mathias testified that Ms. Emswiler began leading the charge to gather
signatures in Anchorage in around the September or October timeframe.”

| 368. Dr. Mathias testified that he assigned out three to four petition booklets,
and that he wrote down who he assigned them 10 on a picce of paper, and
that he gave that information to Mr. Izon to input into the Master
Spreadsheet.

369. Dr. Mathias testified that he and Mr. Izon decided to put Ms. Emswiler in
chargeofsignature gathering in Anchorage.

370. Dr. Mathias testified that he had not heard about how the Division told Mr.
Tzon about unattended petition booklets at Duane’s and Tudor Bingo.

371. Dr. Mathias testified that he did eventually learn from Mr. Tzon that certain
petition booklets would not be filed with the Division, and that they may

7 Mr. Ransum signed certification statements for five petition booklets (0540, 0630, 0923, 0958,
0967; exhibits 2334, 2379, 2532, 2555, 2560).
Pe 1-12.
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have included booklets from those locations, but that was not until January
2024.

372. Dr. Mathias testified that none of the primary individuals involved in
| decision making — including himself, Mr. Izon, and Ms. Emswiler — had

ever run a signature gathering campaign before,
373. The Court finds that Dr. Mathias’s testimony, as state above, to be is

credible.
21. Brad Campbell's Testimony

374. Mr. Campbell testified through designated videotaped deposition
testimony.

375. Mr. Campbell testified that he had received two 22AKHE petition booklets
| from his wife, Margaret Nelson.

376. Mr. Campbell testified that he did not receive any instructions about how to
gather signatures,®' and that he had never gathered signatures before.*

377. Mr. Campbell testified that there were already signatures in the two
22AKHE petition booklets that he received before he began gathering
signatures in them. Mr. Campbell testified that he does not know who
gathered those signatures, but that he signed the certifications for those
booklets. Those petition booklets were booklets 0679%5 and 0835%

(exhibits 2409, 2484).

* The Plaintiffs ask the Court to disqualify Ms. Nelson's certified booklet. They have presented
10 evidenceofany actual wrongdoing by Ms. Nelson; the Court will not exclude that booklet
ST 18
21. 14.
ST 12,
"Te, 22,
2 Exhibits 10161 and 1017F-G show that peiton bookie 0679 was lef unattended at Duane’s.
* Exhibits 1015A-D, 1020A-D, and 1024A-B. show that petition booklet 0835 was left
unattended at Duane’s.
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
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378. When asked whether he “witnessed” every signature in both of his petition

booklets, Mr. Campbell invoked the Fifth Amendment.”
379. When asked whether he ever let somebody else carry or have custody of his

petition booklets, Mr. Campbell invoked the Fifth Amendment.*
380. When asked whether he ever left either of his petition booklets ata static

| location and/or unattended, Mr. Campbell invoked the Fifth Amendment ®”
381. When shown photographs of petition booklet 0835 (exhibit 2484), Mr.

Campbell could not identify the location.”

382. Mr. Campbell testified that he never worked at Duane’s before he retired in
| the summer of 2023.5"

383. The Court finds Mr. Campbell's testimony, as stated above, to be relevant
and credible.

| 22. Eric Hughes's Testimony

384. Mr. Hughes testified through designated videotaped deposition testimony.
385. Mr. Hughes testified that he did not have prior experience gathering

signatures before this,” and that he does not recall receiving any

instructions about how to gather signatures.”
386. Mr. Hughes testified that he first got two 22AKHE petition booklets at an

event held at Wellspring in February 2023. He further testified that he gave
his contact information on a sheetofpaper.

387. Mr. Hughes testified that he gathered signatures in both of these petition
booklets, in part by gathering signatures outside of the PFD office in
Anchorage at the end of March 2023.

11.16,19.
Tr. 17, 19-20.

Tr, 17,20.
Tr. 20-21.

UT, 89.
"Tr. 26.

Tr. 40.
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388. Mr. Hughes testified that he handed both of those largely-filled 22AKHE
petition booklets to Robert Coulter, and that when he did, Mr. Hughes had
not signed the certifications on the backs of either of those petition
booklets.”

389. Mr. Hughes testified that he left Alaska from August 11 to August 25,
2023.%

390. Mr. Hughes testified that he went to the Alaska State Fair, but that it was
after August 25, 2023, and that he did not collect signatures at the State
Fair?

| 391. Mr. Hughes watched exhibit 1020F, which is a video that was taken of
petition booklet 0950 (exhibit 2549) at the Alaska State Fair on August 19,
2023. Mr. Hughes could not identify any of the individuals in the video,
and could not explain why they were gathering signatures in a booklet that
he certified.’

392. Despite the video and date discrepancy, Mr. Hughes testified that he
gathered all of the other signatures in petition booklet 0950 (exhibit 2549)
after he returned to Alaska.”

393. The Court finds Mr. Hughes's testimony, as stated above, to be relevant
and credible, in part. Mr. Hughes testimony that he gathered signatures in
Alaska while outofstate is not credible.

23. Trevor Jepsen’s Testimony
394. Mr. Jepsen testified through designated videotaped deposition testimony.

Was.
5 Tr.25.
* Te. 35.
Te. 37.

Tr. 45-46, 36, 58-60.
"Tr, 46.
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395. Mr. Jepsen testified that he did not have prior experience gathering
signatures, and that he did not receive any training or instructions about
how to gather signatures."

396. Mr. Jepsen testified that, in addition to gathering signatures at specific
events, he also gathered signatures by going door-to-door.

397. Mr. Jepsen testified that, when he finished gathering signatures in a petition
booklet, he would turn them in to Mikacla Emswiler at her house.

398. Mr. Jepsen testified that he gave one of the booklets that he had received to
another person to gather signatures, Kelly Cusack.”

399. Mr. Jepsen testified that he ultimately signed the circulator affidavit for Ms.
Cusack’s petition booklet, even though he did not gather the majority of the
signatures in that petition booklet." Mr. Jepsen testified that he was able
to identify that booklet because he remembers that there were only 15
signatures in that booklet, and that he had signed the fast line of that
booklet as a subscriber. Mr. Jepsen identified the booklet that he fulsely
certified as petition booklet 1319 (exhibit 2597A),1

400. Mr. Jepsen testified that, to his knowledge, he was the sole circulator forall
of the other booklets that he cartified. 95

401. The Court finds Mr. Jepsen’ testimony, as stated above, to be relevant and
credible. Mr. Jepsen was forthcoming regarding the circulator affidavits
that he falsely signed.

24. Natalie Martin's Testimony
402. Ms. Martin testified through designated videotaped deposition testimony,

100 7r, 2],
100, 18,
192 Tr, 19-20.
1,20,
1% There appear 10 be two petition booklets labeled exhibit 2597. For clarity, Plaintiffs refer topionbelo 131933 xi 259A, ad etn booklet 120sct 24975.
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403. Ms. Martin testified that she did not have prior experience gathering
signatures, and that she did not receive any training or instructions about

| how to gather signatures.'%
404. Ms. Martin testified that she remembered gathering signatures at the Alaska

| Outdoorsman show in March 2023.7
: 405. Ms. Martin testified that once she filled out petition booklets, she would
| turn them in to Ms. McCabe.

406. Ms. Martin was shown exhibit 1018H.1% Ms. Martin identified the three
individuals in exhibit 1018H, and did not identify herself." Ms. Martin

testified that her book was there at the fair on September 1, 2023, and that,
although she could not recall where she was at the exact moments when the

| video was taken, she was sure that she was there in the vicinity at that
Gime.""0 Ms. Martin testified that she was not aware of anyone signing her
booklet No. 694 (Ex. 2419) when she was not present."

407. Despite being confronted with video evidence that she was not around one
of her certified booklets at the Club “Booth” at the Alaska State Fair, Ms.

Martin stood by her certificationofbooklet 0694 (exhibit 2419).
408. The Court, in general, finds Ms. Martin's testimony to be relevant and

credible.
25. Colleen Sherman’s Testimony

409. Ms. Sherman testified through designated videotaped deposition testimony.

rae
wT 15-16,
197, 36,

Ty. 37,
110°, 38-40.

Tr. 40.
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410. Ms. Sherman testified that she did not have prior experience gathering
signatures, and that she did not receive any training or instructions about
how to gather signatures. "2

411. Ms. Sherman testified that, in general, she would gather signatures at her
business, GF Sherman Signs in Soldotna. She testified that she kept the

| petition booklets on the front counter, which is accessible by anyone who
i comes into the store.

412. Ms. Sherman further testified that she would keep her petition booklets at
| the front of the store near her desk during the day, and that she would take
| them home every night.
| 413. Ms. Sherman testified that the whole shop was open so she could sce the
| front door and customer counter from inside." She said there was a

buzzer that would sound when people came inside. She would then come
and talk to people about the initiative and ask if they wanted to sign.

414. When asked about whether every signature was made in her actual presence
or she “witnessed” every signature, Ms. Sherman testified that she would
occasionally leave her petition booklets at the front of the store while she
went to lunch “50 the guys in the shop” might have actually collected
signatures ofpeople who“specifically just wanted to sign the book.”

415. Ms. Sherman also testified that she let a gentlemen take a book home with
him one day, and then he brought it back." Ms. Sherman was unable to
recall the gentleman's name, or whichof hor petition booklets he took.

416. Ms. Sherman repeatedly testified that she could not be sure whether she
“witnessed” every signature in the booklet, because she did sometimes

11,
113 Tr. 44,
114 Tr. 44-45,
1ST, 22.24,
116 Tr. 26-27.
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leave the petition booklets unattended at GF Sherman Signs, and she gave
one of her booklets to another person to circulate.

417. After testifying to this effect, Ms. Sherman then testified that every
signature in someof her booklets was made in her “actual presence,” which
contradicted her prior testimony.”

418. Ms. Sherman testified that she could not definitively say whether anyone
signed it when she was not present,!!s

419. Ms. Sherman acknowledged she was not visible in what was shown
| exhibits 1018E and 1018F.'”

| 420. Ms. Sherman testified that she signed the circulator certificates for the
following seven (7) booklets: (0378, 0506, 0605, 0606, 0607, 0608, 0609;
exhibits 2243, 2324, 2361, 2362, 2363, 2364, 2365).

421. The Court in general, finds Ms. Sherman’s testimony to be inconsistent on
the key issueofwhether all the signatures in the booklets that she certified
were made in her actual presence, thus making her testimony relevant, but
contradictory.

26. Sylvia Stewart's Testimony
422. Ms. Stewart testified through designated videotaped deposition testimony.

423. Ms. Stewart testified that she did not have prior experience gathering
signatures, and that she did not receive any training or instructions about

how to gather signatures.20
424. Ms. Stewart testified that she kept the petition booklets that she got at her

shop, Sylvia's Quilt Depot."

17 T. 37-38,
1 Ty. 46.
11% Tr. 38-40,

9,13,
2 Tr, 11-12.
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| 425. When asked whether she “witnessed” every signature in her petition
booklets, Ms. Stewart testified that she did not. Ms. Stewart indicated that

| the booklets were up at the front counter, and that she believed somebody
in her shop “witnessed” the signatures, but that it was not always her.'??

426. Ms. Stewart testified that although she certified petition booklets 0435 and
0502 (exhibits 2276, 2323), she did not stand by her swomn certifications,
since she did not realize that all of the signatures needed to be made in her
“actual presence.”

427. The Court finds Ms. Stewart's testimony, as stated above, to be relevant
and credible.

27. James Stocker’s Testimony
| 428. Mr. Stocker testified through designated videotaped deposition testimony.

429. Whenever Mr. Stocker was asked any questions about 22AKHE, or
whether he circulated petition booklets, Mr. Stocker invoked his Fifth
Amendment right against self-incrimination through his attorney.

430. Mr. Stocker’s attomey invoked the Fifth Amendment on Mr. Stocker's
behalf over 25 times.

431. The Court finds Mr. Stocker’s testimony, as stated above, to be relevant
and credible.

28. Sharon Wessels’s Testimony
432. Ms. Wessels testified through designated videotaped deposition

testimony.
433. Ms. Wessels testified that she did not have prior experience gathering

signatures, ' and that she did not receive any training or instructions about

PET 16, 18, Exhibits 1016D-F showed petition booklet 502 (exhibit 2323) at Syvie’s Quit
ET: Wessel was unable gt hrvid camer work ad was hs, aotpcre dig the
deposition.

Te 19
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how to gather signatures other than what was contained within the petition
booklets.25

434. Ms. Wessels repeatedly testified that, in her opinion, she lawfully gathered
signatures, and that she did not do anything wrong, or break the rules.

| 435. Ms. Wessels testified that she and her husband would jointly circulate the
three petition booklets (0392, 0636, 0637; exhibits 2253, 2385, 2386) that
she certified on opposite endsof a parking lot and/or street, and that he took
one of the booklets to the doctor’s office at one point.'?”

436. Ms. Wessels could not identify which petition booklets were circulated by
both her and her husband.

437. Ms. Wessels said that she acquired a third booklet that she may have
| collected signatures in by herself, without her husbands participation. But

she should not remember which booklet that was, which was not definitive
that she was the sole circulatorofany specific booklet.128

438. The Court finds Ms. Wessels’s factual testimony related to how she
circulated the booklets, as stated above, to be relevant and credible, but her
opinion testimony was not credible.

29. Jesse Baise’s Testimony
439. Mr. Baise testified through designated videotaped deposition testimony.
440. Mr. Baise testified that he did not have prior cxperience gathering

signatures, and that he did not receive any training or instructions - or
‘watch any videos - about how to gather signatures.2’

441. Mr. Baise testified that he did not remember whether or not he received
instructions on how to gather signatures along with the two booklets.

20,
1%Tr. 6, 11, 16, 19-20.

Tr, 16-17, 22-23, 30, 32-34.
Ty, 33:34,

"yy,
POE 13-14.
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442. Mr. Baise testified that generally he would not carry more than two petition
booklets with him at any one time.'*!

443. Mr. Baise testified that he would gather between 20 and 30 signatures on
his best day.

444. Mr. Baise testified that he certified petition booklets 0072, 0275, 0321
(exhibits 2057, 2173, 2200).

445. The Court, in general, finds Mr. Baise’s testimony, as stated above, to be
relevant and credible.

30. Richard Eide’s Testimony
446. Mr. Eide’s testified through designated videotaped deposition testimony.
447. Mr. Fide testified that he had limited prior cxperience gathering

signatures.
| 448. Mr. Eide testified that he received his petition booklets from Barbara

Tyndall, and that he would get his booklets notarized and turned back into
her,

| 449. Mir. Eide testified that he would typically carry two booklets with him when
he was gathering signatures.3S

450. Mr. Fide testified that, on his best day, he would gather between 30 and 40
signatures.3

451. Mr. Bide testified that he mistakenly checked a box on oneofhis booklets
indicating that he was paid to gather signatures, because he was never paid
0 gather signatures.”

OT as,
ny 18,
fa
B13
TE 13.14,27,

1a,
Tr 2527.
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| 452. Mr. Bide testified that anybody who signed his booklets would be standing
in frontof him when they signed.

453. The Court finds Mr. Eide’s testimony, as stated above, to be relevant and
credible.

31 John Miller's Testimony
| 454. Mr. Miller testified through designated videotaped deposition testimony.

455. Mr. Miller testified that he did not have prior experience gathering
| signatures, and that he did not receive any training or instructions - or

watch any videos - about how to gather signatures.”
| 456. Mr. Miller testified that when he gathered signatures at events, he would

take four petition booklets with him. "0 Mr. Miller explained that this was
10 help minimize wait times for signers. !

| 457. Mr. Miller testified that it was important to carefully watch individuals as
they signed the petition booklets, since they would not always fill out the
line correctly.

458. Mr. Miller testified that, on average, he would gather approximately 20 or
30 signatures in a day.

459. Mr. Miller testified that, for his best day, he would perhaps gather as many
as 60 (or 80) signatures in a day while he was using four booklets. 1

460. The Court finds Mr. Miller's testimony, as stated above, to be relevant and
credible.

32. Barbara Tyndall’s Testimony
461. Ms. Tyndall testified through designated videotaped deposition testimony.

= -
Tr, 20-22.

oT 19,
MIT 18-19.

16.17
Tr. 26-27.
Te 27.28.
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462. Ms. Tyndall testified that she had limited prior experience gathering
signatures.

| 463. Ms. Tyndall testified that she filled out a picee of paper when she acquiréd
petition booklets from Mr. Izon indicating who would be assigned a
particular booklet,

464. Ms. Tyndall testified that every petition booklet that she received included
a one-page sheetofinstructions on how to properly circulate the booklet.6

465. Ms. Tyndall testified that she took many extra petition booklets from Mr.
Izon, and that she would keep trackofwho she would assign new petition
booklets too, and provide that information to Mr. Izon."”

| 466. Ms. Tyndall said that she was not paid for gathering signatures, but that
someone did make a $100 donation or contribution to District 33.14%

467. Ms. Tyndall testified that she would collect petition booklets and mail them
10 Mr. Izon as they were notarized and completed on a rolling or ongoing
basis. 0

468. Ms. Tyndall testified that she would only ever have two petition booklets
outat any one time for signatures, and certainly no more than three.

469. The Court finds Ms. Tyndall’s testimony, as stated above, to be relevant

and credible.
HII. Conclusions of Law

A. Applicable Law
1. Burden of Proof

470. The Plaintiffs proffer various arguments for why the Court should reject
individual signatures, individual booklets, the booklets of individual

4S Tr, 22-23. TT
STE 16.
OT 1718,
#7, 22, 38-39, 41.
HT, 24.25,
07.29,
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| circulators, and/or the booklets of groupsofcirculators. The Plaintiffs also
| argue that the Court should reject the entire initiative petition.

471. The Plaintiffs have the burden to establish, by a preponderance of the
evidence, that there was sufficient impropriety to warrant the extreme

| remedy of disqualifying the signatures of otherwise qualified Alaskan
voters,

472. Put another way, the Plaintiffs must put forth evidence showing that the
proposed remedy for proven circulator misconduct is designed to fit the
severity of the misconduct. If circulator misconduct undercuts the
reliability ofa page in a booklet, then the remedy is to reject only that page.
Similarly, ifcirculator misconduct undercuts the refiability ofan individual
signature, then only the individual signature mustbe rejected. Ifcirculator

| misconduct pervades an entire petition booklet, then the booklet must be
] rejected. And taken to the extreme, circulator misconduct, if severe and

pervasive enough, could undercut the reliability of an entire initiative
petition. The Court cannot reject more signatures than what was impacted
by a circulator’ proven wrongdoing.

2. “The right to initiative is a key featureofAlaska’s
governance.”S!

“The Alaska Supreme Court has repeatedly held that courts are to “liberally
construe the requirements pertaining to the people’s right to use the initiative
process so that ‘the people [are] permitted to vote and express their will on the
proposed legislation”! Courts are to resolve “doubts as to technical

5X. Cruisship Assn of Alaska, Inc. . tate, Of.of Lieutenant Governor, DivoElections,
145 P.3d 573, 586 (Alaska 2006) (quoting Hinterberger v. State, No. 3AN-03-04092CI (Alaska
‘Super., October 21, 2003))
15214. at 577 (quoting Boucher v. Engstrom, 528 P.2d 456, 462 (Alaska 1974).
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deficiencies or failure to comply with the exact procedural requirements” of
the initiative statutes, “in favorofthe accomplishment of that purpose.”**

3. This Court may invalidate individual signatures,
entire booklets, booklets by specific circulators, or
an entire petition depending on the severity of
circulator misconduct.

| 473. The Division “has a compelling state interest in “ensuring the integrity of
the election process and preventing fraud.” Partof the election process
includes the circulation of petition booklets for signature collection.

474. The Alaska Supreme Court concluded in North West Cruiseship
] Association of Alaska v. State that signatures can be invalidated for a

circulator’s errors.'S* In that case, circulators failed to include the required

“paid by" disclosure on certain pages of some petition booklets.’ The
Court upheld the Division's decision to disqualify all signatures on every
page where this omission occurred.'s?

475. In that same case, the Supreme Court indicated that signatures that were
added to petition booklets while the booklets were left unattended may be
excluded. There was an allegation that a circulator left a petition booklet
unattended at the Eaglecrest Ski Area ski lodge in Juneau.'® The Division
counted the signatures that may have been added to the booklet while it was
unatiended.'’ The superior court determined that it could not exclude

those signatures without making credibility determinations after hearing the

NW. Cruiseship, 145P3dat 71.
4 Res. Dew. Council for Alaska, Inc. v. Vole Yes for Alaska’s Fair Share, 494 P34 541, 553
(Alaska 2021) (quoting Purcell v. Gonzalez, $49 U.S1, 2006).
155145 P.3d 573 (Alaska 2006).
15 Jd at 578 (citing the former requirement of AS 15.45.130(8)).gg
50a 58814
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witnesses’ testimony about the incident" This Court reads North West
Cruiseship to mandate that the proper remedy for signatures added to
booklets outside of the circulator’s presence is to exclude at least those
individual signatures.

476. As explained in Zaiser v. Jaeger, a non-binding out-of-state case,
circulator’s certification affidavits are a critical, and mandatory, component

| of protecting a state’s interest in maintaining the sccurity of the initiative
process: 6!

[Ifthe circulator knew . .. that [a] signature was not writien
on the petition in his presence, . .. ye, notwithstanding his
knowledge, he willfully, corruptly, and intentionally makes a
false and perjured affidavit to the contrary, then such affidavit
is worthless, and the petition or part ofa petition to which itis
attached does not fill the requirement of the [North Dakota]
Constitution, and the genuine signatures thereon cannot be
counted for the reason that part of the petition lacks the
affidavit required by the Constitution.>

477. In Zaiser, the North Dakota Supreme Court disqualified entire petition
booklets where the sponsors of an initiative admitted that circulators forged
signatures in booklets, and then falsely certified that those signatures were
made in the circulators’ presence and was the genuine signature of the
individual who it purported to be.'* The court ultimately excluded entire
petition booklets based upon that fraudulent conduct. '®

478. Other courts have also held thatif particular circulators, or a specific group
ofcirculators, have been determined to have engaged in extreme fraudulent

“9 Id. Because there were only 10 signatures at issue, it was not enough to change the Division'sdecision to put the initiative on the ballot, making tial unnecessary. 1d.652) N.W.2d 472, 481-82 (N.D. 2012).
192 Jd. (alterations added) (citingState ex. Rel. Gongwer v. Graves, 107 N.E. 1018, 1022(1913).9 dat 475
14 Jd. at 484.
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| petition circulation activity, then all signatures from those circulators, or

| groupsofcirculators, may be discarded.
479. In Williams v. D. C. Board ofElections & Ethics, an clections authority

J “categorically excludfed]” signatures from nominating petitions circulated
1 by three individuals," The three circulators forged numerous signatures of

well-known public figures including “Tony Blair, Jack Kemp, Donald
Rumsfeld, Kofi Annan, [and] Martha Stewart.”'” Even though the

elections authority had not counted the specific pages with the fraudulent
signatures, it took the extra precaution of disallowing all of the signatures

] attributable to the three circulators because their “nominating petition
| sheets predominate[d] [the] nominating petition submission.” The D.C.

court affirmed the election authority's decision, finding “substantial
evidence in the record supporting its conclusion that the integrity of the
nominating process had been undermined by forgeries and possible
fraud 7190

480. Similarly, in Citizens Committee for the D. C. Video Lottery Terminal
Initiative v. D.C. Board of Elections & Ethics, a court determined that
members of a group managing an initiative pefition, called Stars and
Stripes, had engaged in a “pervasive pattem of fraud, forgeries, and other
improprieties that permeated the petition circulation process.” This made
it necessary to exclude all the booklets generated by Stars and Stripes,
including all the signatures contained therein, “to preserve the integrity of

See Williamsv.D.C. Board of Elections & Ethics, 304 A2d 316, 321 (D.C. 2000), as
corrected (August 14,2002).
1 Id.
1 1d at 318n.2.
168 1d, at 320.
1 1d. at 321.
170.860 A.2d 813, 813(D.C. 2004).
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the circulation process.”"”! The circulator misconduct included: 1)
members of Stars and Stripes falsely signing circulator affidavits; 2)
individual circulators testifying that Stars and Stripes supervisors had
attributed booklets to them that they had not circulated; and 3) Stars and
Stripes supervisors forging circulators” signatures on affidavits.”

481. Other courts have further expanded the available remedies. In Montanans
| Jor Justice v. State, an organization in Montana hired circulators from out

of state to collect signatures.” The out-of-state circulators were found to
have: 1) falsely attested to personally gathering signatures; 2) provided
false or fictitious addresses in their certification affidavits; and 3) used

bait-and-switch tactics to entice voters into signing additional separate
| petitions when they thought they were signing only a single petition.” The

Supreme Court of Montana affirmed the lower court’s determination that
these issues had caused the out-of-state circulator certification affidavits to
become “legally defective” because of the “pervasive and general pattern

and practice of fraud and conscious circumvention of procedural
: safeguards.” The appellate court reasoned that, if the “initiative process

[were] to remain viable and retain its integrity,” then it needed to reject all
of the signatures gathered by the out-of-state circulators, and invalidate the
placementofthe initiative on the ballot.”

482. In summary, the wide-ranging misconduct in these, non-binding, out-of-
state cases included fraud, forging voter signatures, forging circulator

1 Jd, at 818-19.
7 Id. at 815-16.
1 146 P.3d 759, 764 (Mont. 2006).
™ fd. at 770.

id at 773
™ Id, at 775.
7 1d a1 776.
™ Id. at 778,
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signatures, using false addresses, and using bait-and-switch signature-
gathering tactics.”

483. Conversely, the only cases, to date, in which the Alaska Supreme Court has
adopted the disqualification of signatures are situations in which the voters
were potentially misled.'** In North West Cruiseship, The Supreme Court
determined that the Division's decision to disqualify cach page without the
“paid by" disclosure, including all the signatures on those pages, had
properly:

construed its own regulations in a manner that struck a careful
balance between the people’s right to enact legislation by
initiative and the regulations requiring that potential petition
subscribers be made aware that the circulators may have a
motivation to induce them to sign the petition other than a
personalbelief in the valueofthe initiative. 's'

4. Self-certification is always permitted.

484. The Plaintiffs claim that entire pefition booklets should be rejected because
certain circulators signed self-certifications without making “an effort” to
find a notary to notarize their certification affidavit. A similar argument
was rejected by the Alaska Supreme Court in North West Cruiseship.%
“The supreme court held that petition booklets should not be rejected duc to

1 Moreover, it must be noted that someofthese cases were in a different procedural posture than
in the instant case. In Zaiser, Williams, and Citizens Committee the clections authority had
denied placementofthe pfiton on the ballot, meaning that th sponsors had the burden ofproof.
Only in Montanansfor Justice, like in the instant case, did the elections authority certify the
petition to appear on the ballot, However, the Court does not believe that tis procedural posture
substantively affects the legal standards ontfined in al four cases, which rejected signatures based
on the severity of the circulator’s fraudulent behavior.

See North West Cruiseship Ass'n of Alaska v. State, 145 P.3d S73, 577 (Alaska 2006)
(providing tha signatures from voters wh signed pages of petition booklels that did no contain
“paid by” information were properly excluded); cf Faipeas v. Minicipalityof Anchorage, 860
P24 1214, [219-1221 (Alaska 1993) (finding the referendum itself and its summary fo be
misleading, the court throw the entire referendum, with al signatures in support, out).
8 North West Cruiseship Associationof Alaska, Inc. v. State, 145 P.3d 573, 578 (Alaska 2006).gy
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| the fact that circulators signed self-certifications in cities where notaries
| were easily available." The Court in North West Cruiseship explained

North West's second contention concerning the  self-
certifications — that it cannot possibly be true that notarics
were “unavailable” to the circulators residing in Anchorage
and that therefore the self-certified petitions should be
disqualified — essentially requires that we read the word
“unavailable” in AS 09.63.020(@) to mean that self-
certification is not allowed if a notary or other official
authorized to take an oath is present in a circulator’s
hometown or larger community. But the petition form
contained no_ definition of “unavailable” or instructions
regarding the determinationof a notary’s unavailability under
the statute. Furthermore, the language of AS 09.63.020 docs
not establish a presumption that if a community includes a
notary, that notary is “available.” As the statute includes no
language suggesting that the term “unavailable” be
interpreted in a restrictive manner, we decline to do so here.
And, again, the fact that the circulators signed the self-
certifications under penalty of perjury provides a safeguard.
We therefore conclude that the self-certificd petition booklets
were properly accepted by the Division.

485. The purpose of both notarization and self-certification is to require
circulators to swear to the truthfulnessoftheir certification affidavits, and
this purpose is readily achieved regardless of which method is used for the
swearing. The Supreme Courts decision in North West Cruiseship
controls.

wg
1 1d. at 578,
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| 5. Signatures must be made in a circulator’s “actual
| presence,” and petition booklets cannot be shared
| among circulators.

| 486. The Alaska Legislature adopted the Alaska Elections Code to put in place
specific requirements that circulators must follow when gathering
signatures. This Court is mandated to give effect to those requirements.

487. Alaska Statute 15.45.130(2) requires circulators to affirm that they were
“the only circulator of that petition.” This is the “single circulator” or “sole
circulator” rule. Likewise, AS 15.45.130(3) requires circulators to affirm
“that the signatures were made in the circulator’s actual presence.” This is
the “actual presence” rule." When read in harmony, violation of the
“single circulator” rule would likely often also implicate the “actual

| presence” rule because, if a circulator shares their petition booklet with
another circulator, then the latter circulator is likely to have collected
signatures outsideof the former certifying circulator’s actual presence.

488. The “single circulator” and “actual presence” rules appear on every petition
booklet in the instruction to circulators section and on the back page. Every
circulator is required to attest that they followed the rules by completing a
certification affidavit.

489. The purpose of the “actual presence” requirement is to promote initiative
security,'® including that the voters are not potentially misled'®” (if the

certifying circulator is not present to answer questions, or point the voter to
the copy of the initiative in the petition booklet, then a voter may
misunderstand the contents of the initiative). Violating the “actual
presence” requirementof AS 15.45.130(3) is a “failure to comply with the

5 Notably, both of these rules have existed since the inception of the Alaska Flectons Code
soonafter statehood. SLA 1960, ch. 83, §9.13
85 See Zaiserv. Jaeger, $22 N.W.24 472, 481-82 (N.D. 2012).
89 See N. W. Cruiseship Association, 145 P.3d at 577
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exact procedural requirements,” which the Alaska Supreme Court holds is
| to be “liberally construed."** Thus, application of the “actual presence”

requirement should be liberally construed in favor of the initiative being
| placed on the ballot

490. Applying this liberal construction, the Court finds that the statutory
language specifically docs not include a requirement that the circulator
“witness” all signatures, or for the circulator to be “directly involved with
a voler's signing of a peition, both of which were proffered as
interpretations of “actual presence” by Mr. Costa.

| 491. The Court interprets the “actual presence” rule to mean that a circulator be
present in the room with their petition booklet while collecting signatures,
or in close physical proximity, and situated in such a way that they would

| be reasonably aware if a voter were to approach their petition booklet to
sign it!

492. Moreover, the Court finds that the “actual presence” requirement does of
create a de facto limit on the number of petition booklets a circulator can
display on tables while she or he is present and available to ask signers if
they are registered voters, ake questions from signers, or noticeif signers
were taking an inordinate amountoftime to fill out a book (which would be
indicative ofa signer adding names other than their own).

493. 1fthe Legislature intended more than that a circulator be in the room, or
relatively nearby, while the book is being signed, then it likely would have
used different language, or included a definition of “actual presence.”

ey
Sue ACTUAL, Black's Law Dictionary (12 ed. 2024) (defining “actual” as “[efisting in

fact; real”); PRESENCE, Black's Law Dictionary (12th ed. 2024) (defining “presence” as “[the
quay, sat, or condition of being in a partoulr ime and place, particulary with reference (6
some act that was done then and there” and “[c]lose physical proximity coupled with
awareness”).
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| However, the Legislature did no such thing. Similarly, the Division could
have defined “actual presence” via regulation, but it has not done so.

| 494. Moreover, evenifthe term “actual presence” is read to mean more than a
circulator being present in the room, or in close proximity, then — applying

| the holding from North West Cruiseship — the Court finds that having “t00
many booklets out at once” or being “a litle too far away” is precisely the
type of “exact procedural requirement” that warrants application of the

| constitutional principle of interpreting legislative procedures in favor of
placing initiatives on the ballot, These scenarios do not undermine the

| validity of the signature from the subscriber, specifically where, as here, the
Division did a line-by-line analysis of each petition booklet to determine if
the signatures were from qualified voters.

495. However, as discussed above, if it is proven, bya preponderance of the
evidence, that signatures were added (0 a petition booklet when the
circulator is not in the room, or relatively nearby, (including while the
booklet was with a different circulator), then they should be invalidated. 1”

496. Based on the guidance from the out-of-state cases cited by the parties, the
Court also finds that, if the circulator knowingly signeda certification
which was not true, or disavowed the prior certification, then all signatures
within that impacted petition booklet should be invalidated. Put another
way, if there is credible evidence of the cireulator's knowledge of
impropriety (or that a reasonable person would have known it was
improper) when they signed the certification affidavit (meaning that they
knew they were signing an affidavit in violation of the “actual presence” or
“sole circulator” rules), or they later decline to “reaffirm” their

1 SeeN. W. Cruiseship, 145 P:3dat 582.
1 Jd. at 588.
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certification,” then excluding that entire petition booklets is the proper
remedy.

| 497. The Court finds this approach is the best way to balance the state’s interest
in “ensuring the integrity of the election process and preventing fraud”'%
with “the right to initiative [being] a key feature of Alaska’s
government.”1%!

B. The Court concludes that 22AKHE is not disqualified
based on allegations of pervasive problems with the
petition campaign as a whole.

498. Again, other courts have invalidated entire petitions only when presented
with evidence of wide-ranging significant fraud which included forging
voter signatures, forging circulator signatures, and using bait-and-switch
signature-gathering tactics.'” Even if these holding were procedurally

aligned and binding on this Court, the proffered evidence at trial of limited
circulator misconduct does not demonstrate widespread and pervasive fraud
similar to those cases. Specifically, the Plaintiffs presented no proof that
circulators forged voter signatures or intentionally misled voters. Mr. Costa
confirmed that he could not identify even one instance of a voter who had
not personally filled out his or her information and signed his or her own
name.

499. At most, the evidence presented demonstrated limited instances of
circulators signing affidavits for booklets they did not circulate, sharing
booklets amongst multiple circulators, and leaving petition booklets
unmonitored. As discussed further below, the remedy for these issues is to

1% See Zaiser v. Jaeger, 822 N.W.2d 472, 475 (N.D. 2012) (considering if circulators were
willing (0 “re-affimn” the authenticityof the signatures they gathered).
1 Res. Dev. Council for Alaska, Inc. v. Vole Yes for Alaska’s Fair Share, 494 P:3d 541, 553
(Alaska 2021),
NW. Cruiseship, 145 P3d at S86.
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| disqualify specific signatures or booklets (to the extent the signatures or
booklets were counted by the Division).

500. The Court finds that it is more likely than not that Mr. Izon did not provide
| “comprehensive training” to circulators of 22AKHE petition booklets,

which led to some non-compliant signature gathering. But there is no
constitutional or statutory requirement that initiatives must maintain

| professional levels of organization and training, particularly when
considering that cach petition booklet includes instructions to circulators
The remedy for failing to adequately train circulators is to run the risk of

| disqualification of signatures or petition booklets which are non-compliant,
and not to disqualify the initiative as a whole.

501. The Court finds it is more likely than not that Mr. zon did not inform Ms.
Emswiler and Dr. Mathias about the issues at Duane’s and Tudor Bingo, or
take immediate action to stop those booklets from circulating or being
“advertised” But, again, the proper remedy is to exclude just those
booklets not the petition as a whole.

502. Plaintiffs’ position that these errors should invalidate the petition as a
whole is in direct contradiction to every Alaska Supreme Court case
addressing voter initiatives.

503. Accordingly, there is no evidence in this case that there was a pervasive
patter of intentional, knowing, and orchestrated misconduct to warrant
invalidating the 22AKHE initiative petition in toto.

C. The Court concludes that some petition booklets must be
disqualified.

504. That said, the Court finds that there were some instances of non-compliant
signature gathering by circulators for 22AKHE.

19%See id. at 576-78. TT -
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|

505. Plaintiffs set forth a number of bases for why the Court should disqualify
entire booklets. Each will be addressed in turn below.

1. High Total Days
506. As previously found by the Court, the burden is on the Plaintiffs to show

that there was actual wrongdoing in connection with large single-day
signature collections.

507. As stated above, the Court construes the “actual presence” requirement in
| favor of the initiative being placed on the ballot.
| 508. The Court finds that Mr. Costa’s opinion that the six circulators identified
| in his large single day table (page 19of exhibit 1055) warranted additional

scrutiny to be reasonable. However, the Court heard testimony from four
of those circulators (Mr. Izon, Ms. McCabe, Ms. McCollum, and Mr.
Baise) and, to the extent cach was asked about their high signature days,
each provided credible explanations for the signature totals. There is
nothing inherently unlawful in the practices the circulators described (icc.
having up to four booklets on a table in front of them at a time for large
events).

509. Plaintiffs failed to meet their burden ofproving which, ifany,of the
specific signatures from those high total days, were improperly gathered.

510. The Court finds that the Plaintiffs’ proposed relief of the wholesale
disqualification of all petition booklets from each of these circulators,
particularly those who did not testify in order to provide an explanation on
their totals, is contrary to Alaska law because it would reject substantially
more signatures than those potentially impacted by a circulator's alleged
wrongdoing.%

S11. Specifically, while the Court agrees that 80 signatures collected in one day
is a substantial sum, Mr. Izon’s testimony (while at times inconsistent, but
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| largely corroborated by Mr. Whisamore and exhibit 3001) that there were
crowds of people at the train depot, and that he had 4-5 petition booklets
going at once (all within his field of sight), undercuts the Plaintiffs’

| presumption of wrongdoing.
| 512. Similarly, Mr. Baise gathered over 150 signatures from a single day, per the

data, but he testified that he would generally only gather between 20 and 30
| signatures. However, no party specifically asked Mr. Baise about the date

that had over 150 signatures to try to refresh his recollection as to whether
he in fact collected those signatures. Thus, the Plaintiffs have not met their
burden to prove itis more likely than not that Mr. Baise falsely certified his
petition booklets.

513. No signatures or booklets are disqualified on the basis of large total
| signature days alone.

| 2. 3+ Simultaneous Start Booklets

j 514. As previously found by the Court, the burden is on the Plaintiffs to show
that there was actual wrongdoing in connection with circulators having
multiple booklets started at a time.

515. The Court does not find Mr. Costa’s underlying assumptions and proposed
remedies regarding the sixteen circulators identified in his 3+ simultaneous
start table (page 10 of exhibit 1055) to be reasonable. The Court also
rejects his suggestion that the burden shifts and circulators must have a
“good reason” for circulating multiple booklets simultancously, or the
booklets should be disqualified.

516. The Court heard from a number of witnesses (¢.g., Mr. Coulter, Mr. Izon,
and Ms. McCollum) about how they came to start a third petition booklet
before finishing gathering signatures in two other petition booklets. There

NI. Cruiseship, 145P-3d at 385. To
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|

| is nothing inherently unlawful in this practice, and the wholesale
| disqualification of all petition booklets from cach of these circulators is

contrary to Alaska law.”
| 517. Absent actual proofthat booklets were shared between circulators, or that

booklets actually had signatures added while left unattended (those
booklets are addressed below), there is no legal basis for excluding the
booklets or the signatures contained therein.

S18. Specifically, the Court finds that it is more likely than not that Mr. 1zon was
| lawfully circulating his petition booklets simultaneously. Although, the

Court does not find Mr. Izon’s explanation regarding his plan to segregate
signatures in separate booklets by house district to be credible, the Court
does find the remainder ofMr. Izon’s testimony on the number of booklets

| he used to be credible.
519. No signatures or booklets are disqualified on the basis that any circulator

had multiple booklets circulating at one time.

3. Shared Booklets

520. The Court finds that there was sufficient testimony for the Court to
conclude that some 22AKHE petition booklets were improperly signed by
circulators who did not circulate their booklets in whole or in part (i.c.
sharing booklets amongst multiple circulators). As noted above, such
conduct almost invariably also violated the “actual presence” statutory
requirements.

521. Again, the Court finds that the appropriate remedy for this conduct,if it is
proven by a preponderance of the evidence, is to (a) invalidate all
signatures added toa petition booklet when the circulator was not in the
room, or relatively nearby, (including while the booklet was with a
_—
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different circulator);'* or (b) invalidate all signatures within a petition
booklet if the circulator knowingly signeda certification which was not
true, or disavowed the prior certification. This is the “test” the Court will
apply to all booklets flagged by Plainiffs as being “shared.”

522. Booklet 0181: Plaintiffs point to two signatures in petition booklet 0181
(exhibit 2120) which were dated when Mr. Izon was traveling outside
Alaska and in Southeast Alaska. However, this does not meet their burden
of proving it is more likely than not that Mr. Izon falsely signed the sworn
certification affidavit for that booklet. Nearly allofthe circulator witnesses
testified that it was common for signers to incorrectly date their signature
lines. Given the small number of instances that Plaintiffs can point to of
travel conflicts (two of 44 for this specific booklet, or two of 1926ifyou
look at the total number of signatures Mr. Izon certified collecting), a| ig
misdated signature is as likely, if not a more likely, reason for the
discrepancy.

523. Booklet 0476: The Court finds that petition booklet 0476 (exhibit 2305) is
disqualified because Mr. Coulter admitted to falsely signing the circulator
affidavit for that booklet after Mr. Hughes collected the signatures
contained therein.”

524. Booklets 0392, 0636, 0637: ‘The Court finds that the signatures in petition
booklets 0392, 0636, 0637 (exhibits 2253, 2385, 2386) are disqualified.
Ms. Wessels, while claiming she did everything “right,” essentially
disavowed her certifications by admitting that she and her husband shared
at least two of the booklets she certified. She was also unable to state with

9% NW. Cruseship Assn. of Alaska, In. . State, Off.of Licutenant Governor, Div. of Elections,
145 P.3d 573, 588 (Alaska 2006).

The Court found Mr. Hughes's testimony that he gave Mr. Coulter two uncertified petition
booklets (0 be credible. But with no additional information rolating to which is the second
booklet (or if it was even submitted to the Division), the Plaintiffs have no met their burden in
proving which other book shouldb disqualified.
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any degree of probability that she was the sole circulator of any of her
booklets.

525. Booklet 0694: The Court finds that it is more likely than not that petition
booklet 0694 (exhibit 2419) was properly qualified. Exhibit 1018H does
not show Ms. Martin present in the video of this booklet while it was at the
Alaska State Fair. However, the video shows only a flceting moment, and
Ms. McCollum provided a credible explanation for Ms. Martin not
appearing in the video Moreover, Ms. Martin reaffirmed her

| certification, and there was no evidence presented that any signatures were
added outside Ms. Martin's presence.

| 526. Booklet 0696: The Court finds that Plaintiffs have not met their burden in
| establishing that it is more likely than not that petition booklet 0696

(exhibit 2421) was improperly circulated. The Court finds that Ms. Potts
| was siting behind this booklet at the Alaska State Fair in September 2023

However, Ms. McCabe credibly testified that when she worked at
collecting signatures at the Fair, she would step inside the trailer from time

: to time to take a coffee break and perhaps occasionally would leave her
booklet on the table while she did so. She testified that she never intended
to abandon her booklets when she stepping into the trailer or away from the
table, and never intended Ms. Polis or anyone else to collect signatures in
her booklet, Thus, Ms. McCabe reaffirmed her certification, and there was
no evidence presented that any signatures were added outside Ms.
MeCabe’s presence.

527. Booklet 0690: The Court finds that Plaintiffs have not met their burden in
establishing that it is more likely than not that petition booklet 0690
(exhibit 2416) was not properly circulated. The Court finds that Mr. Tew
was folding that booklet at the Alaska State Fair. However, the Court also
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| finds Ms. McCollum’s surprise at someone else having her petition booklet
| in the video to have been genuine, and she reaffirmed her certification.

Moreover, there was no evidence presented that any signatures were added
| outside her presence. Therefore, petition booklet 0690 was properly

counted by the Division.
| 528. Booklet 0950: The Court finds that it is more likely than not that petition

booklet 0950 (exhibit 2549) was not properly circulated because there is
sufficient evidence that Linda Berg Smith gathered a number of signatures
in that booklet, but it was certified by Mr. Hughes. While Mr. Hughes
reaffirmed his certification, he also admitted that a number of signatures

] were included in the booklet and dated when he was out of the State.
| Accordingly, the Court finds the Mr. Hughes should have known that the

certification affidavit was untrue when he signed it. All signatures
contained within petition booklet 0950 must be disqualified.

529. Booklet 0958: Mr. Ransum made “an honest confession” that he falsely
signed a sworn circulator affidavit for booklet 0958 (exhibit 2555) that had
been circulated by Maureen Sullivan.2"! This booklet must be disqualified.

530. Booklet 1319: The Court finds that petition booklet 1319 (exhibit 2597A)
is disqualified because Mr. Jepsen admitted to falsely signing the circulator
affidavit for that booklet, when Ms. Cusack collected the signatures
contained therein.

4. Unattended Booklets

531. The Court finds that there was sufficient testimony for the Court fo
conclude that some 22AKHE petition booklets were improperly left

20T, 16-17. - TT
»Tr.24. |
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unattended at businesses and other locations, violating the “actual
presence” statutory requirement,

| 532. Again, the Court finds that the appropriate remedy for this conduct, if it is
| proven by a preponderance of the evidence, is to (a) invalidate all

signatures added to a petition booklet when the circulator is not in the
room, or relatively nearby or (b) invalidate all signatures within a
petition bookletifthe circulator knowingly signed a certification which was
not true, or disavowed the prior certification. This is the “test” the Court
will apply to all booklets flagged by Plaintiffs as being “unattended.”

533. Booklets 0435, 0502: The Court finds that it is more likely than not that
Ms. Stewart's two petition booklets (0435, 0502; exhibits 2276, 2323) were
not properly circulated. Ms. Stewart testified that she allowed others at her
shop (Sylvia’s Quilt Shop) to gather signatures in those booklets. Ms.
Stewart also failed to reaffirm her certificationofthose booklets, and thus
those booklets must be disqualified.

| 534. Booklet 0630: The Court finds that Plaintiffs have not met their burden in
| establishing that it is more likely than not that petition booklet 0630

(exhibit 2379) was not properly circulated. While there is a fleeting video

of the booklet left unattended and unmonitored at the Alaska State Fair, Mr.
Ransum testified credibly that he was in the area of the booklet at all imes,
evenifhe was not visible in the video.

535. Booklets 0679, 0835: The Court finds that it is more likely than not that
petition booklets 0835 and 0679 (exhibits 2484 and 2409), were not
properly circulated because they were left unattended at Duanc’s, and Mr.
Campbell failed to reaffirm his certification. All of the signatures contained
‘within those petition booklets must be disqualified.

2 NW. CruiseshipAssn.ofAlaska, nc. v. Sate, OF ofLieutenant Governor, Div of Elections,
145 P34 573, 388 (Alaska 2006).
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536. Booklet 0967: The Court finds that it is more likely than not that petition
booklet 0967 (exhibit 2560) was not properly circulated because it was left
unmonitored and unattended at Tudor Bingo for at least a week, if not
longer, and Mr. Ransum disavowed his certification. All of the signatures
contained within that petition booklet must be disqualified.

537. Booklets 0378, 0506, 0605, 0606, 0607, 0608, 0609: The Court finds that
it is more likely than not that Ms. Sherman did not properly circulate her

| petition booklets (0378, 0506, 0605, 0606, 0607, 0608, 0609; exhibits
2243, 2324, 2361, 2362, 2363, 2364, 2365) because not every signature

| was made in her actual presence. The Sponsors advertised GF Sherman
| Signs as a signing location during normal business hours, including “0-5

MF The Court finds that it is more likely than not that multiple
signatures were added to Ms. Sherman's petition booklets while she was

, not actually present. This is because Ms. Sherman testified that she would
sometimes leave her petition booklets unattended, that she gave a petition
booklet to another individual to gather at least one signature, and that she
was unable to identify which petition booklets were not properly circulated.
Additionally, because Ms. Sherman had provided her business as a location
10 gather signatures, but she admitted to leaving her booklets unattended
(for people who “come in and specifically just wanted to sign the booklet")
even for short period, it is more likely than not that multiple signatures
were added outside of her actual presence. Accordingly, the Court finds
that Ms. Sherman should have known that the certification affidavit was
untrue when she signed it. Therefore, the signatures in Ms. Sherman's
booklets must be disqualified.

538. Booklets 0010, 0011, 0021, 0031, 0055, 0472, 0476, 0794: The Court find
that Plaintiffs have not met their burden to establish that all of Mr.
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| Coulter's petition booklets (0010, 0011, 0021, 0031, 0055, 0472, 0476,
0794; exhibits 2007, 2008, 2016, 2025, 2041, 2301, 2305, 2466) should be
disqualified. Mr. Coulter admitted that he would sometimes leave them
unattended, and Mr. Coulter could not identify which of his petition
booklets he left unattended. However, the Court does not find it is more

1 likely than not that signatures were added to his booklets outside of his
“actual presence.” Specifically, he testified that when he Left his booklets,
he never intended (0 leave them in a way so that someone could walk up
and sign them. This is unlike Ms. Sherman, who left her booklets in a static
location, but advertised that anyone could sign them “9-5 M-F.”

539. The “Rogers”: The Court further finds that Mr. Coulter gave one of his
petition booklets to a friend (last name Rogers) so that their family could

| sign. While the Court cannot locate a family of four Rogers, the Court does
find that it is more likely than not that the two signatures with the last name
“Rogers” in succession in booklet 0472 (exhibit 2301), which was certified
by Mr. Coulter, were likely added outside his actual presence. The two
“Rogers” in succession in booklet 0472 must be disqualified.

5. Circulators Who Otherwise Failed to Reaffirm
Booklets.

540. “{Tlhe Fifth Amendment “not only protects the individual against being
involuntarily called as a witness against himselfina criminal prosecution
but also privileges him not to answer official questions put to him in any
other proceeding, civil or criminal, formal or informal, where the answers
‘might incriminate him in future criminal proceedings.

TE I04IV. Co
The Court cannot confinn that the “Rogers” children also signed, so cannot disqualify their

signatures.
2 Baxterv. Palmigiano, 425 U.S. 308,316 (1976) (quoting Lefkowitzv. Turley, 414 US. 70, 77
1973).
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S41. Sponsors cite to Baxter v. Palmigiano for the proposition that “the Fifth
Amendment does not forbid adverse inferences against parties to civil
actions when they refuse to testify in response to probative evidence offered
against them.” The Sponsors argue that, because neither Campbell nor
Stocker are parties to the case ~ they were both witnesses — the Court
cannot draw an adverse inference from their invocation of the Fifth
Amendment.

542. However, this is not how courts interpret Baxter. The Seventh Circuit has
explained that we “have interpreted Baxter to mean that the negative
inference against a witness who invokes the Fifth Amendment ina civil
case is permissive, not required.” 7 Other courts have required that some
limit be placed, even in the civil context, on when the court may draw an
adverse inference, but they stil allow adverse inferences against third-party
witnesses who invoke the Fifth Amendment 20%

543. Although the “declarants are not parties to this case, it is not accurate to
view them as neutral, unaffiliated parties” Mr. Stocker and Mr.
Campbell both collected signatures in support of 22AKHE. The Court

% 1d. at 318.
*? Evans v. Cityof Chicago, 513 F.3d 735, 741 (7th Cir. 2008) (emphasis added),

See Akers v. Prime Succession of Tennessee, Inc., 387 S.:W.3d 495, 506 (Tenn. 2012)
(requiring “independent evidenceofthe fact to which a party refuses to answer by invoking his or
her Fifth Amendment privilege” to corroborate the fact under inquiry); Nationwide Life Ins. Co.
v. Richards, $41 F.3d 903, 911-12 (9th Cir.2008) (“When a party asserts the privilege against
self-incrimination in a civil cas, the district court has discretion 10 draw an adverse inference
from such assertion... Moreover, the ference may be drawn only when there is independent
evidenceofthe fact about which the party refuses to testify"); LiBult v. United States, 107 F.Ad
110, 123-24 (24 Cir. 1997) (developing a multifactor balancing test to determine whether a
nonparty witness” invocation of privilege against self-incrimination in applies in a civil case,
including “(1) nature of witness" relationship with and loyalty to party; (2) degree of contol
which party has vested in witness in regard to key facts and subjoct matter of litigation; (3)
whether witness is pragmatically noncaptioned party in interest and whether assertionof privilege
advances interest of witness and party in outcome of gation; and (4) whether witness was key
figure in litigation and played controlling tole in respect to its underlying aspects”); see also
Coguina lvs.v. TD Bank, NA, 760 F:3d 1300, 1311 (11th Cir. 2014) (adopting LiBu tet.
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finds that both Mr. Stocker and Mr. Campbell were loyal to the Sponsors,
and thus there are no concerns that the declarants invoked the Fifth
Amendment to transfer blame, avoid liability, or for some other

| untrustworthy purpose.
| 544. Regardless, the Court finds that Mr. Stocker and Mr. Campbell's invocation

of the Fifth Amendment equated to a failure to reaffirm the authenticity of
their certification affidavits.

545. As noted above, the Court finds that their failure to reaffirm that 1) all the
signatures in their booklets were made in their “actual presence,” and 2)
that they were the sole circulator of their petition booklets, requires the
disqualification of those booklets. Thus, all of Mr. Stocker’s booklets
(0416, 0417, 0461, 0462, 0463, 0464; exhibits 2265, 2266, 2292, 2293,

2294, 2295) must be disqualified (both Mr. Campbell's certified booklets
were already disqualified as unattended booklets at Duanc’s).

546. Plaintiffs ask the Court to throw out all petition booklets certified by Ms.
Nash based solely on the testimony of Mr. Costa that he saw a deposition
transcript where Ms. Nash did not appear for a scheduled deposition.
Absent more (the Court was not provided the transcript, or any other
evidence whatsoever establishing that Ms. Nash was properly served with a
subpoena to appear), the Plaintiffs have not met their burden to establish
that Ms. Nash failed (0 “reaffirm” her certifications.

6. Self-Certification

547. As noted above, the Court finds that sclf-certfication in lieuof notarization
is always available to circulators.

Cf FC. v_Am. Tax Relif LLC, No. CV 11-6397 DSF PIWX, 2012 WL 8281722, at 22
(CD. Cal. Aug. 8,201),
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548. No signatures or booklets are disqualified on the basis tha any circulator
self-certfied without actually trying to locate a notary.

7. “Falsus in uno, fulsus in omnibus"

549. Again, the Court finds thatifthe circulator knowingly signed a certification
which was not true, or disavowed the prior certification,?!! all signatures
within the impacted petition booklets are to be disqualified by the Division.
However, because each petition booklet is individually certified, the Court
finds that it would be inappropriate to disqualify all booklets from those
circulators in foto. Moreover, none of the alleged misconduct rises (© the
level that other courts have found warrants disqualification of all booklets
from single circulators2'2 “The Court finds this approach balances the
State's “compelling interest in ‘ensuring the integrity of the election
process and preventing fraud”! while not disenfranchising an excessive
number of innocent Alaskan voters.

550. No signatures or booklets must be disqualified on the basis that other
booklets from that circulator must be disqualified.

8. “Faulty” Notarization/Oversight by Mr. Ransum

551. Plaintiffs ask the Court to disqualify all booklets notarized by Mr. Ransum
because his “notes” indicated a different numberofbooklets notarized than
were actually submitted to the Division.

552. The Court finds that the Plaintiffs have not met their burden ofproving it is
more likely than not that Mr. Ransum did not actually notarize all fifteen of

3Latinfor “false in ono thing, fs in everything.”
2 See Zaiser v. Jaeger, $22 N.W.2d 472, 475 (N.D. 2012) (considering if circulators were
willing fo “re-affim™ the authenticity ofthe signatures they gathered).
32 Seo Williams v. D.C. Board of Elections & Ethics, 804 A2d 316, 321 (DC. 2002), 1s
corrected (August 14, 2002).
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| the petition booklets that bear his notarization. While he testified that his
notes indicated that he only notarized cight petition booklets, no party

| showed Mr. Ransum the fifteen (15) petition booklets which included his
notarization (to confirm whether they included his actual signature), or to
refresh his recollection as to whether he in fact notarized additional petition
booklets.

553. No signatures or booklets must be disqualified on the basis that Mr.
| Ransum was the notary.

554. Plaintiffs also ask the Court to disqualify all booklets from circulators that
received their booklets, or were “overseen” by Mr. Ransum, because his
failure to properly certify other booklets is indicative that they did not
receive proper training and, thus, must also have mishandled their booklets.

555. The Court finds this request to be overreaching (especially when none of
these circulators were given an opportunity to defend themselves). The
petition booklets include instructions on circulator requirements, and to find
that circulators are more likely than not to have ignored those instructions
based simply on who provided them with booklets would go against the
directive of interpreting technical requirements in favor of initiatives going
to the ballot.

556. No signatures or booklets must be disqualified on the basis that Mr.
Ransum provided the booklet or oversaw the circulator.

9. “Donna”

557. Plaintiffs ask the Court to disqualify all booklets certified by any circulator
named “Donna” (they identified two circulators named “Donna” because }

2 Res. Dev. Councfor Alaska,ne. v. Vote Yes for Alaska's Fair Share, 494 P3d 541,553
(Alaska 2021),
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Ms. Berg Smith identified a woman seen in a video with her (exhibit
1020E) as “Donna.”

i 558. The Court finds this request to be exceedingly overreaching. There is not
any evidence whatsoever that the “Donna” in the video ever even certified
any petitions booklets, and no “Donna” was given an opportunity to defend
themselves. To disqualify petition booklets from at least one circulator
who has not even been remotely identified as engaging in unlawful conduct
based purely of her name is unsupported by any case nationwide, and it isa

| gross deviation from binding Alaska law.
| 559. No signatures or booklets must be disqualified on the basis that they were

certified by someone named Donna.

| 10. Certified Before Finished Circulation

560. The Court does not find that Mr. Costa’s underlying assumptions and
proposed remedies regarding the circulators who had a large number of
post-dated signatures (page 21 of exhibit 1055) to be reasonable. As

| evinced by the credible testimony of Mr. Quantick, there are potentially
innocuous reasons for these errors. Moreover, the Division has already
excluded (or agreed to exclude) all “post-dated” signatures in petition
booklets. The wholesale disqualification of all petition booklets from cach
of these circulators, particularly those who did not testify in order to
provide an explanation, is contrary to Alaska law2"

11. False Certification Regarding Payment

561. The Court finds that it is more likely than not that Ms. Emswiler knew or
should have known that she falsely signed her certification for booklet 1333

24 See N.W. Cruiseship Assn. of Alaska, Inc. v. State, Off of Lieutenant Governor, Div. of
Elections, 145 P.3d 573, 388 (Alaska 2006).
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| (exhibit 2606) by indicating that she was not paid for gathering signaturcs.
| Therefore, the signatures in petition booklet 1333 (exhibit 2606) must be

disqualified.
D. The Court concludes that the individual signatures

remaining at issue were properly qualified.

562. The Court finds that the Division properly counted the signature located at
petition booklet 0470, page 5, line 2, because it is evident that the
subscriber used two lines to provide his information and date (month and

| day), and the Division properly qualified it as one signature.

| 563. The Court finds that the Division properly counted the signature located at
petition booklet 0902, page 4, line 8, because it is sufficiently clear that the
voter intended to place ditto marks in the placeof a date.

564. The Division agreed that it improperly counted the following 36 signatures:
Booklet 6, page 3, lines 9-11; page 4, lines 14 and 15; and page 7, lines 3-5;
Booklet 274, page 10, line 7; Booklet 275, page 4, line 7; Booklet 368,
page 5, line 1; Booklet 462, page 3, line 11; Booklet 470, page 2, line 10;
Booklet 569, page 4, line 5; Booklet 656, page 1, lines 8-12, 14, and 15;
page 2, lines 1-3 and 10-13; page 4, line 10; Booklet 704, page 4, line 9;
Booklet 926, page 2, line 4; Booklet 1291, page 2, lines 12 and 13; Booklet
1297, page 1, line 10; Booklet 1384, page 8, line 15; Booklet 1385, page 2,
line 15.
IV. Orders

565. By July 24, 2024, the Division is directed to remove all individual
signatures it concedes were improperly counted and all signatures/booklets
noted below, and determine whether 22AKHE still has sufficient signatures
overall and from 30 of40 house districts to be found properly filed.
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[Peon | buollel| Babb| Remo
Colleen Sherman | 0378 Left unatiended

_ Not sole circulator
Sharon Wessels 0392 Not sole circulator
James Stocker |0416 2265 Failed to reaffirm certification
James Stocker | 0417 2266 Failed to reaffirm certification
Sylvia Stewart | 0435 2276 Left unattended
~ Failed to reaffirm certification

James Stocker | 0461 2202 Failed to reaffirm certification
James Stocker | 0462 2293 | Failed to reaffirm certification
James Stocker | 0463 2294 Failed to reaffirm certification

] James Stocker | 0464. 2295 Failed toreaffirm certification
Robert Coulter | 0472 2301; Outside Actual Presence

| “Rogers” onl i 30048
Robert Coulter | 0476 2305; Not sole circulator

i _ |3004G | Left unatiended
Sylvia Stewart [0502 2323 Left unattended

~ Failed to reaffirm certification_|
Colleen Sherman |0506 Left unattended

| Not sole circulator
Colleen Sherman | 0605 Left unattended
Lo Not sole circulator .

Colleen Sherman |0606 2362 Left unattended
_ . Not sole circulator

Colleen Sherman | 0607 2363 Left unattended
_ ___[ Not sole circulator

Colleen Sherman 0608 2364 Left unattended
_ Not sole circulator
Colleen Sherman 2365 Left unattended

~ _ Not sole circulator
‘Sharon Wessels | 0636 2383 Not sole circulator -
Sharon Wessels |0637 Not sole circulator i
Brad Campbell |0679 2409 Left unattended

Not sole circulator
_ | Failed toreaffirm certification

Brad Campbell |0835 2484 Left unattended
Not sole circulator

_ | Failed to reaffirm certification
Eric Hughes 0950 2549 Not sole circulator

_ Failed to reaffirm certification
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| [Theodorus 0958 2555 Not sole circulator
Ransum | Failed to reatfirm certification
Theodorus 0967 2560 Left unattended
Ransum Not sole circulator

Failed to reaffirm certification
Trevor Jepsen 1319 2597A |Not sole circulator

_ Failed to reaffirm certification
Mikaela Emswiler | 1333 2606 False certification re payment

566. Based on the finding of the Division, by July 25, 2024, the parties are
ordered to work cooperatively to submit a Proposed Final Judgment to the

| Court consistent with the findings herein.

ITIS SO ORDERED.

DATED this 19 dayof July, 2024, at Anchorage, Alaska.

Christina Rankin
Superior Court Judge
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